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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet, with its current structure, the services it provides, and the ways it is being
used, is facing the ever growing problem of information overload [8, 50]. Together with
the sheer increase of available content, more and more domains of human activity are
exploiting the benefits of the Web. This presents further difficulties, because back the
mid-1990s, when it gained momentum in wide public use, the Web was aimed strictly
for human consumption [20]. The core of the Web was built around text-based services
and protocols, with no facilities to support machine processing of available information.
As a result, new standards, designed on top of the old ones, did little to change the basic
ways the Web was being used from the beginning – the human user sitting in front
of a computer and handling information by means of a computer program which, no
matter how sophisticated, has little or no knowledge about the nature and meaning of
the content being processed.

At the time of writing, the situation on the Web is somewhat chaotic. Great vol-
umes of information are available in unstructured (plain text) or semi-structured form
(HTML). In addition, even more information resides as “dark matter,” occupying data-
bases based on which Web-pages and other visible content may be dynamically gen-
erated. Beside weak structuring and limited availability, Web data is inherently noisy,
bursting with false information (either intentional or not), irrelevant content (like spam
e-mail or, from an individual user’s point of view, all Web-pages not suiting her in-
terests), grammatical errors, specific abbreviations, and data which is plain offensive
and/or illegal (e.g. pornography, piracy). Thus, the logical ambition to computerize
more human activities connected with the Web, as was previously done with many
other fields of human endeavor, is facing serious difficulties.

The first step towards the solution of the above problems was the introduction of
structured text, with the structure being stronger and more abstract than that of HTML
(which only defines rules for formatting). XML [96], a World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) initiative, introduced general means of structuring text, with HTML being only
its special case. But, this step was only on the syntactic level – the exact meaning of
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tags the user can introduce through XML is left to other levels of interpretation and
standardization.

The bigger step forward, which is yet to be taken, is seen in introducing semantic
information to the Web, gradually transforming it into the Semantic Web. A major role
in this effort is to be played by ontologies. Ontologies represent information about a
certain domain in the form of entities and relations (also called resources and prop-
erties) [22, 98]. That is, they describe the meta-level of data – the abstract concepts
and relations between those concepts. These descriptions are backed by formal logics,
which allow complex querying and reasoning about described data. W3C developed
languages for specification of ontologies: RDF [97] and OWL [98], while a notable
non-W3C effort is Ontolingua [26].

Currently, the Semantic Web is still a niche community on the World Wide Web.
Until the time when (if) the transition happens, solutions need to be devised that will
satisfy all interested parties. This would include everyday users, service providers and
companies (employing the Web as a resource for marketing, product placement and
sales, and conducting business in general), professionals and specialists from all areas
(using the Web as means of communication, sharing information or even as a primary
medium for the content of their endeavors) etc.

In order to achieve both goals – the devising of short-term solutions and achieving
the anticipated long-term transition to the Semantic Web – methods are needed for dis-
covering patterns, formulating knowledge, conceiving new formats and converting data
into forms less dependent on direct human manipulation. The field of Web Mining, a
close relative of Text Mining and, in turn, Data Mining, is concerned with just such dis-
covery of knowledge from unstructured or semi-structured data most commonly found
on the Web. Depending on the kind of data being “mined,” Web Mining is commonly
viewed through three categories [50]:

• Web Content Mining, which deals with the discovery of information from the
content of Web documents, i.e. text and multimedia,

• Web Structure Mining, concerned with deriving useful knowledge from the hy-
perlink structure between Web pages, and

• Web Usage Mining, which utilizes server logs and other “behind the scenes”
information to infer useful patterns of user behavior.

Of course, the boundaries between the categories are not clear-cut, and there are numer-
ous examples which can be classified into more than one of the above categories [50].
Nevertheless, it can be said that this thesis will put its focus on Web Content Mining.

The above-mentioned properties of Web data – large volumes, weak structure, and
noisiness – make it amenable to application of Machine Learning (ML) techniques.
The field of Machine Learning provides many useful methods for discovering patterns
and inferring knowledge from raw or shallowly processed data, such as (hyper)text
commonly found on the Web. Machine Learning has the means to perform such tasks
automatically (albeit only after careful human analysis of the concrete problem and
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preparation of data), bringing the goal of computerization of many human activities on
the Web one step closer to realization.

1.1 Thesis Outline

Following is a brief by-chapter outline of the thesis:

Chapter 2, Machine Learning on (Hyper)text overviews the principles for applying
Machine Learning to text, focusing on concrete techniques that range from var-
ious ways of representing documents and selecting features, to particular clas-
sification and clustering algorithms. Empirical evaluation of algorithms is also
treated in-depth, including descriptions of standard evaluation measures and doc-
ument corpora.

Chapter 3, Applications of Machine Learning in Web Mining illustrates a number
of possibilities for applying Machine Learning techniques in the field of Web
Mining, focusing on Web Content Mining. Included are ways to enhance Web
search by means of meta- and vertical search engines, several document visual-
ization methods, browsing assistance by link suggestion and bookmark organiza-
tion, and e-mail filtering. Emphasis was placed on applications which may come
into more direct contact with the every-day Web user.

Chapter 4, Classification Experiments: Round One presents an experimental study
on the impact of bag-of-words document representations on the performance of
five major classifiers – Naïve Bayes, SVM, Voted-Perceptron, kNN and C4.5 –
with texts representing short Web-page descriptions from the dmoz Open Direc-
tory. Different transformations of input data: stemming, normalization, logtf and
idf, together with dimensionality reduction, are found to have a statistically sig-
nificant improving or degrading effect on classification performance measured
by classical metrics – accuracy, precision, recall, F1 and F2. Besides determining
the best document representation which corresponds to each classifier, the study
describes the effects of every individual transformation on classification, together
with their mutual relationships.

Chapter 5, Classification Experiments: Round Two first presents rankings of fea-
ture selection methods and reduction rates with the five classifiers used in the
previous chapter, on larger datasets also extracted from the dmoz ontology of
Web-page descriptions. It then examines the relationship between the idf trans-
form and several widely used feature selection methods, in the context of two best
performing classifiers – Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines. The study
shows that the idf transform considerably effects the distribution of classifica-
tion performance over feature selection reduction rates, and offers an evaluation
method which permits the discovery of relationships between different document
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representations and feature selection methods which is independent of absolute
differences in classification performance.

Chapter 6, CatS: A Classification-Powered Meta-Search Engine describes a meta-
search system that utilizes text classification techniques to improve the presenta-
tion of search results. After posting a query, the user is offered an opportunity
to refine the results by browsing through a category tree derived from the dmoz
Open Directory topic hierarchy. The chapter describes some key aspects of the
system (including HTML parsing, classification and displaying of results) and
puts the system into the context of related work on (meta-)search engines.

Chapter 7, Conclusion wraps up with a discussion of the results presented in the the-
sis, and summarizes the directions of possible future work.

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis
Contributions of this thesis are twofold:

• Experimental results and methodologies for Text Categorization

– showing the impacts and relationships between various transformations of
the bag-of-words document representation in the context of five commonly
used classifiers (Chapter 4), and

– quantifying the interaction between transformations of the bag-of-words
document representation and feature selection (Chapter 5).

• An implementation of a meta-search engine which uses Text Categorization tech-
niques to assist the user in locating information, presenting a platform for many
possible enhancements (Chapter 6).



Chapter 2

Machine Learning on
(Hyper)text

The field of Machine Learning is concerned with the question of how to construct com-
puter programs that automatically improve with experience [61]. This chapter will
take a somewhat broader view, and consider both supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing methods in the context of their application on textual data. In supervised learning,
computer programs capture structural information and derive conclusions from previ-
ously annotated examples (also called instances; in this case documents, or parts of
text), which enables them to process new examples and apply the conclusions to them.
Unsupervised learning deals more with the analysis of data, in the sense of capturing
relationships between examples without relying on outside information.

ML techniques can roughly be divided into four distinct areas: classification, clus-
tering, association learning and numeric prediction [95]. Classification applied to text
is the subject of Text Categorization (TC – also known as Text Classification or Topic
Spotting), which is the task of automatically sorting a set of documents into categories
(or classes, or topics) from a predefined set [88]. Straightforward classification of doc-
uments is employed in document indexing for information retrieval systems, text filter-
ing (including protection from e-mail spam), categorization of Web pages, and many
other applications. Classification can also be used on smaller parts of text (paragraphs,
sentences, words) depending on the concrete application, like document segmentation,
topic tracking, or word sense disambiguation. In the Machine Learning approach, clas-
sification algorithms (classifiers) are trained beforehand on previously sorted (labeled)
data, before being applied to sorting unseen texts.

The use of clustering techniques with text can be achieved on two levels. Analyz-
ing collections of documents by identifying clusters of similar ones requires little more
than the utilization of known clustering algorithms coupled with document similarity
measures (see Section 2.1.2). Within-document clustering can be somewhat more chal-
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lenging, for it requires pre-processing text and isolating objects to cluster – sentences,
words, or some construct which requires derivation.

Association learning is, essentially, a generalization of classification, which aims at
capturing relationships between arbitrary features (also called attributes) of examples
in a data set. In this sense, classification captures only the relationships of all features to
the one feature specifying the class. Straightforward application of association learning
to text is not very feasible because of the high dimensionality of document representa-
tions, i.e. the large number of features (many of which may not be very informative).
Utilizing association learning on information extracted from text (using classification
and/or clustering, for instance) is a different story, and can yield many useful insights.

Numeric prediction (also called regression, in a wider sense of the word), is another
generalization of classification, where the class feature is not discrete, but continuous.
This small shift in definition results in huge differences in the internals of classification
and regression algorithms. However, by dividing the predicted numeric feature into a
finite number of intervals, every regression algorithm can also be used for classifica-
tion. The opposite is not usually possible. Again, as with association learning, simple
application of regression on text is not particularly useful, except for classification (es-
pecially when a measure of belief is called for, but this can be achieved with most
classification algorithms as well).

The focus of this survey will be to describe how to apply Machine Learning tech-
niques to text at a fairly low level, that is, without extensive preprocessing. This leaves
out a very large and exciting area of research and application, which is mostly cov-
ered by the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Nevertheless, these “simple”
methods can achieve amazing results in practice. Furthermore, such a focus effectively
restricts the scope of this chapter to classification and clustering, for reasons made clear
above.

The first section describes various approaches to representation of text for Ma-
chine Learning, starting with the simple bag-of-words representation, and discussing
n-grams, features derivable from hypertext, dimensionality reduction methods, and the
relational and other approaches to representation of text. Section 2.2 discusses classifi-
cation, including means of evaluation, possible difficulties, and a description of several
illustrative algorithms. Clustering techniques are approached in a similar manner in
Section 2.3, and Section 2.4 concludes the survey.

2.1 Document Representation
General-purpose ML techniques, like classification and clustering, are usually designed
for examples which have a fixed set of symbolic (or nominal), discrete, or continuous
numeric features. A dataset is then merely a table where the columns represent features,
and the rows are individual examples1, like the one shown in Table 2.1 (from [95]). This

1Not all fields of the table need to be filled – examples can have unknown or inapplicable values – but
many ML algorithms can easily deal with this.
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outlook temperature humidity windy play
sunny 85 85 FALSE no
sunny 80 90 TRUE no
overcast 83 86 FALSE yes
rainy 70 96 FALSE yes
rainy 68 80 FALSE yes
rainy 65 70 TRUE no
overcast 64 65 TRUE yes
sunny 72 95 FALSE no
sunny 69 70 FALSE yes
rainy 75 80 FALSE yes
sunny 75 70 TRUE yes
overcast 72 90 TRUE yes
overcast 81 75 FALSE yes
rainy 71 91 TRUE no

Table 2.1: The weather dataset
Tabela 2.1: Weather podaci

dataset consists of 14 examples characterized by 5 features, of which three are nominal
(outlook, windy and play), and the other two discrete. Play can be considered the class
attribute, for it tells us whether we should engage in our favorite sport depending on the
weather conditions expressed with other attributes.

When looking at this form of representing data, it is evident that free-flowing or
semi-structured text (like HTML) needs to be transformed in order to apply an ML
algorithm. The most widely used approach to this is the bag-of-words representation.

2.1.1 The Bag-of-Words Representation
In the bag-of-words (BOW) representation, word order is discarded from a document,
and single words are treated as features. (Actually, other things can be used as features,
like phrases, hence textual features are referred to as terms instead of words. More
on this later.) Let W be the dictionary – the set of all words (terms) that occur at
least once in the set of documents D. The BOW representation of document dj is a
vector of weights ~wj = (w1j , . . . , w|W |j). There are many variations of the BOW
representation, depending on the weight values. For the simplest binary representation
(or 01), wij ∈ {0, 1}; the weight wij = 1 if the ith word is present in document dj ,
otherwise wij = 0. In the term frequency representation (tf), wij = tfij , the frequency
of the ith term in the jth document. Figure 2.1 (from [62]) shows a short document
together with its tf representation.

Many transformations of term frequencies are used in practice. Normalization
(norm) can be employed to scale the term frequencies to values between 0 and 1, ac-
counting for differences in the lengths of documents. The logtf transform can also
be applied to term frequencies, replacing the weights with log(1 + wij). The inverse
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Figure 2.1: The bag-of-words representation of a document, with term frequencies
Slika 2.1: Bag-of-words reprezentacija dokumenta, sa frekvencijama termova

document frequency (idf) transform is expressed as: log(|D|/docfreq(D, i)), where
docfreq(D, i) is the number of documents from D the ith term occurs in. It can be
used by itself, or multiplied with term frequency to yield the popular tfidf representa-
tion.

There are many rationales behind different transformations of the BOW representa-
tion. Term frequencies supposedly stress the importance of the more frequent terms for
determining relationships between documents. Normalization stops the term frequen-
cies in longer documents from overriding the frequencies in shorter texts. The logtf
transform scales down all frequencies, making differences less influencing in the high
ranges, but without binding values from above. The issue of a term occurring in many
documents is addressed by the idf transform – the more documents a term appears in,
the less it is considered important, thus the weight is scaled down. The tfidf repre-
sentation attempts to find a balance between intra- and inter-document frequencies of
terms.

2.1.2 Similarity Measures

With the knowledge that documents in the BOW representation are simple vectors, one
would be tempted to use the simple Euclidian distance measure to express the similarity
between two documents. But, it is a known fact that the Euclidian measure tends to
deform with high numbers of features [10, 1], with “high” starting from as low as 20.
Therefore, the cosine similarity measure is usually employed, representing the cosine
of the angle between document vectors:
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sim(di, dj) =
∑|W |

k=1 wki · wkj√∑|W |
k=1 w2

ki ·
√∑|W |

k=1 w2
kj

.

2.1.3 N-grams

Two very different notions have been referred to as “n-grams” in the literature. The first
are phrases, as sequences of n words; this meaning was adopted by the Statistical Nat-
ural Language Processing community [59]. The other notion are n-grams as sequences
of characters.

N-grams as phrases can be viewed as a generalization of words, for 1-grams are
words, so 2-grams up to 5-grams are usually used to enrich the BOW representa-
tion, rather than on their own. The main problem is sheer magnitude – the number
of n-grams grows exponentially with n – therefore many strategies for efficient gen-
eration of a useful set of n-grams have been developed. One such algorithm, pre-
sented by Mladenić [62], iterates over n, generating all possible n-grams from known
(n− 1)-grams, immediately discarding all which appear too infrequently in the docu-
ment set.

N-grams as sequences of characters, at first glance, are not very intuitive. For exam-
ple, the string “not very intuitive” could be represented by the following 3-grams: not
ot_ t_v _ve ver ery ry_ y_i _in int ntu tui uit iti tiv ive2. In this
case, n-grams are used instead of words in the BOW representation, so now not only
is the word order lost, but words themselves are not preserved! Nevertheless, character
n-grams proved very useful in situations with grammatical and typographical errors in
documents, and are also an effective way to achieve language independence [12, 57].

2.1.4 Hypertext Features

Hypertext documents in HTML or XML format offer many other features to be ex-
ploited by Machine Learning. Hyperlink information is probably the first one that
springs to mind, and there are many ways it can be utilized: adding to a document
all the words from documents it links to (with or without distinguishing them by la-
bels) or representing a document only with names (or identifiers) of documents it links
to [103]; and, vice versa, using features from the contexts of links referring to the doc-
ument [4]. For classification, class labels of neighboring documents can be added to the
feature space of a document [15]. All these techniques were employed with variable
degrees of success reported.

The tree structure of HTML/XML is another source of features. Terms can be la-
beled with their paths in the tag hierarchy containing them, which was shown to be an

2The underscore represents space, and is treated as a character.
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effective method. Even more successful was prefix labeling – a new feature is con-
structed by labeling a term with every possible prefix of its path in the tag tree [14]. For
example, consider the following XML marked-up text (from [14]):

<resume>
<publication>
<title>Statistical Models for Web-surfing</title>

</publication>
<hobbies>
<item>Wind-surfing</item>

</hobbies>
</resume>

The term surfing may be labeled resume.publication.title.surfing and resume.hob-
bies.item.surfing, and, in addition, with all prefixes: resume.surfing, resume.publica-
tion.surfing, resume.hobbies.surfing.

Features can also be derived from the text found in TITLE and META tags of HTML
pages [103].

2.1.5 Dimensionality Reduction
It is clear that even in the basic BOW representation a document vector will have a
very high dimension. This may hinder the application of ML techniques not only by
causing space and time inefficiency, but by degrading the performance of learning algo-
rithms which cannot scale to such high dimensions. Furthermore, many classification
algorithms tend to overfit high dimensional training data (see Section 2.2.2).

The usual steps in preprocessing textual data are elimination of digits and special
characters, and removal of words which appear too infrequently and too frequently in
the document set with respect to some predefined thresholds (for example, excluding all
words which appear in less than three or more than half of all documents). The removal
of too frequent words is also often done with regards to a list of stopwords – words
like “I”, “the”, “with”, etc. – which only inhibit Machine Learning algorithms because
they do not add any useful information to the BOW model (for a vast majority of ML
applications). An almost standard stopword list for English is the one that was used in
the SMART document retrieval system back in 1971 [85].

Stemming is another useful technique for dimensionality reduction. It transforms all
forms of a word to the same stem, like “computer”, “computing” and “computational”
to “comput”. Therefore, not only does it reduce the number of features, but it also
captures correlations between words by fusing them, that way possibly improving the
performance of Machine Learning. The problem of algorithmically determining the
stem of an arbitrary English word is satisfactorily solved for most ML applications,
one of the widely used algorithms being the Porter Stemmer [72]. However, for many
languages in which words inflect more than in English, such solutions are not possible,
and this problem is often itself attacked by Machine Learning techniques.
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There are times when the above methods do not suffice, and it is necessary to further
reduce the number of features. For classification, there are two distinct approaches to
this problem: feature selection, where the resulting set of features is a subset of the old
one, and feature extraction, which derives a completely different set of features, with a
smaller cardinality.

Feature Selection

The question which feature selection tries to answer is this: for a given set of n fea-
tures used to represent documents, which of its n2 subsets to choose so classification
performance would be optimal?

The wrapper approach. A simple brute-force method immediately springs to mind
– simply try out a classifier with every possible subset of the initial set of features,
and choose the one that performs best. Such an approach where a classifier is used to
evaluate feature subsets is called the wrapper approach. Unfortunately, the method just
described is prohibitively slow even on small document collections, therefore different
strategies are employed to reduce the search space. For example, starting with an empty
(full) set of features, every possible feature may be added (removed) one at a time, the
classifier trained and tested (see Section 2.2.1), and the best feature to add (remove)
chosen. Even with this modification the wrapper approach is too costly for standard
ML applications on text, so computationally less intensive methods, which do not rely
on classifiers, are used more often.

The filter approach. The filter approach attempts to determine the importance of a
feature based on some measure which is relatively simple to compute. In essence, a
feature is considered more “important” if it strongly correlates with the class feature (it
is relevant), at the same not correlating with other features (it is not redundant). There
are many ways to formalize this notion, let us start with the simplest – term frequency.

Term frequency. The number of documents a feature (term) occurs in, called term
frequency (TF), is a surprisingly effective way to rank features for selection (by taking
the first k terms, or all ranked above a certain threshold). A variation of this measure is
to count all occurrences of a term in the whole document set.

However, the removal of stopwords is an important preprocessing step to take be-
fore using TF, otherwise many useless features will be retained (unless stopwords are
important in the concrete application of the classifier).

Information gain, gain ratio and symmetrical uncertainty. Several useful feature rank-
ing measures originate from Information Theory. The number of bits needed to express
an event xi which occurs with probability P (xi) is called information, expressed as
I(xi) = − log2 P (xi). The expected value of I for a random variable containing events
xi is called entropy:

H(X) =
∑

i

P (xi)I(xi) = −
∑

i

P (xi) log2 P (xi),
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and the conditional entropy – the entropy of X after observing Y :

H(X|Y ) = −
∑

j

P (yj)
∑

i

P (xi|yj) log2 P (xi|yj).

The reduction in entropy of X before and after observing Y, i.e. the amount of
information introduced to the system by Y, is referred to as information gain:

IG(Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ).

If we consider features as random variables, what really interests us is the informa-
tion gain of attribute A with regards to the class feature C:

IG(A) = H(C)−H(C|A). (2.1)

The needed probabilities are calculated from a given dataset, so entropy now be-
comes a measure of (im)purity of the dataset relative to the classification we wish to
achieve [61]. The usual approach to feature selection now is to individually rank every
feature with regards to the class using the information gain criterion, and choose the
best features. Note that the IG measure takes into account only the correlations of a
feature with the class feature, ignoring its dependencies with other features.

One possible problem of information gain is its bias towards features with more
values. One way to fix this is by dividing IG with the entropy of A, that way normalizing
it, which defines the gain ratio measure:

GR(A) =
IG(A)
H(A)

. (2.2)

Another way is used in the symmetrical uncertainty metric:

SU(A) = 2
IG(A)

H(C) + H(A)
. (2.3)

The values of GR and SU lie between 0 and 1, with 0 meaning no correlation, and 1
denoting full. Since H(X)−H(X|Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X), IG and SU are considered
symmetrical, because it is irrelevant which variable is observed and which one is ranked
– the correlation works both ways. For GR this is clearly not the case. More details on
these measures can be found in [34, 62].

Chi square. The classical χ2 measure from Statistics can also be used for estimating
the correlation between features and the class feature. If n is the size of the training set,
for the simplest binary version of BOW, where attribute A has two possible values a0

and a1, and binary classification (C ∈ {c0, c1}), the χ2 metric is

CHI(A) =
n
[
P (a0, c0)P (a1, c1)− P (a0, c1)P (a1, c0)

]2
P (a0)P (a1)P (c0)P (c1)

. (2.4)
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Figure 2.2: Decision boundary curves for various feature selection methods
Slika 2.2: Granične krive različitih metoda odabira atributa

Relief. A different approach to feature ranking is used by the relief measure first intro-
duced by Kira and Rendell [47]. Relief takes a random example from the dataset and
locates two of its nearest neighbors (with regards to some vector distance metric), one
from the positive and one from the negative class, and uses the values of their features
to update the relevance of each feature. The procedure is repeated a specified number
of times, the more the better (sampling every example if possible). Relief was later
extended to ReliefF (RF), with added support for multi-class and noisy datasets [49].
It handles noise by taking k nearest neighbors from the positive and negative class and
averaging them. More information on the RF algorithm can be found in [33].
A graphical representation. In a comprehensive study of feature selection methods
for text classification [28], Forman gives a graphical analysis of the methods’ deci-
sion boundaries. The curves in Fig. 2.2 are plotted with axes representing the numbers
of negative and positive documents containing a word. The words inside the areas
closed up within the boundaries are to be eliminated for being shared by too many
positive and negative documents, meaning that they are determined to be least discrim-
inative. The graph includes IG and CHI metrics, as well as some others: document
frequency (DFreq), odds ratio (OR), bi-normal separation (BNS) and probability ratio
(PR). All metrics are set up to select exactly 100 features on the used Cora dataset (see
page 33), with the graph showing just how different (or similar) their strategies really
are.

Using some of the described measures and several similar ones, Yang and Pedersen
have shown that feature selection can reduce the number of features by 90% up to
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99% without significant loss of performance [102]. Furthermore, some combinations
of measures, reduction rates and classifiers exhibited a performance increase over full
feature sets.

All above metrics can be used to select features for later application of clustering –
not by correlating them with the class feature (obviously), but only amongst themselves.
However, high dimensionality of textual data makes such straightforward application
not very feasible. Several unsupervised feature selection methods for text clustering
have been compared in the study presented in [56], concluding that unsupervised meth-
ods fare much worse than supervised ones, when the latter are applicable. The study
introduced a promising approach that iteratively combines clustering and supervised
feature selection (which considers generated clusters as classes). Still, the main diffi-
culties of feature selection for text clustering lie in the question of how to assess feature
relevance and relate it to clusters, and in the lack of a standard evaluation methodology
(see Section 2.3.1).

Feature Extraction

Unlike feature selection, feature extraction is concerned with engineering a completely
different set of features based on the training data. The resulting features may seem
completely counterintuitive when observed directly, but what is important is that they
accommodate the Machine Learning task to be applied to the document set. We will
describe two approaches to feature extraction: term clustering and latent semantic in-
dexing.

Term clustering. Early attempts to use clustering techniques (see Section 2.3) to group
together words that are semantically related did not have much success. Only when
distributional clustering methods were applied, which take into account the value of the
class feature when grouping terms, did the method show its potential [5, 89]. Dhillon
et al. [24] devised a clustering algorithm with improved performance, especially on
datasets with a lower number of features. The approach of Bekkerman et al. [7] yielded
performance which could be very good, but depended on the dataset.

Latent semantic indexing. By using documents × features matrix manipulations,
latent semantic indexing (LSI) techniques transform document vectors to a lower di-
mensional space, while preserving (and making explicit) the correlations between fea-
tures. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is the concrete linear algebra technique that
is employed by LSI for matrix transformation. The main strength of LSI is the ability
to encapsulate the small effects of many features which would have been considered
redundant by feature selection methods, but whose cumulative effect is what is really
relevant for classification. The drawback lies in the opposite extreme – if there are only
a few highly discriminative features their importance may be lost in the transforma-
tion [87].

Recently, several feature extraction algorithms that build on experiences with LSI
have been developed which, contrary to LSI, attempt to preserve the structure of docu-
ment clusters while transforming the dataset to a lower dimensional space [46]. They
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too are based on SVD techniques, and achieve really dramatic reduction rates, with 4
to 5 features sufficing for classification (into 5 classes!) without sacrificing accuracy.
SVD techniques were also used to reduce dimensionality in Information Retrieval [9].

2.1.6 The ILP Approach

Relations provide a completely different means for representing documents, compared
to the BOW model. They offer more expressive power, at the cost of a limited range
of learning algorithms that can be applied. These algorithms fall under the hood of
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), and deal with generating rules based on examples.
Although it is possible to use these algorithms for association learning, classification
was more commonly attempted on text. Typical representatives include Ross Quinlan’s
FOIL [73] and William Cohen’s RIPPER [18].

Extracting relations from documents of the form contains(document, term) or con-
tains(document, term, weight) is a straightforward way to represent the same infor-
mation captured by the BOW model. Furthermore, word order can be expressed by a
relation like after(term1, term2), or word context by near(term1, term2, k), where k
denotes term distance in text [18].

Relations are particularly suited for representing hypertext information. Consider
several examples (adapted from [14]):

contains-text(treeNode, term).
part-of(treeNode1, treeNode2).
tagged(treeNode, tagName).
links-to(srcTreeNode, dstTreeNode).
contains-anchor-text(srcTreeNode, dstTreeNode, term).
classified(treeNode, label).

Based on information represented in this form, a rule learner could generate some-
thing like this:

classified(A, facultyPage) :-
contains-text(A, professor), contains-text(A, phd),
links-to(B, A), contains-text(B, faculty).

Even the enriched BOW representation (Section 2.1.4) would never have made such
expressiveness (and clarity) of learned classifiers possible. However, a crucial downside
of ILP methods is the inherent slowness in the face of high-dimensional, large-volume
textual data. Therefore, hybrid approaches may be considered, like a combination of a
BOW representation for text and a relational representation for hyperlinks [13].
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2.1.7 Other Kinds of Features
In the comprehensive overview of Text Categorization by Sebastiani [87], a whole sec-
tion is reserved for the Darmstadt indexing3 approach (DIA). Deservedly so, because
DIA was used in a real world system [30] which dealt with sorting hundreds of thou-
sands of scientific documents into tens of thousands of categories on computers of the
early 1990s. What is most interesting about DIA is its approach to representation – vec-
tors were used not for individual documents, but for each possible document-category
pair; these were called relevance description vectors. Examples of features composing
the vectors include [87]:

• properties of a term, like its idf;

• properties of the relationship between a term and the document, like its frequency
or location;

• properties of the document, for example, its length;

• properties of the category, for example, its training set generality.

The example of DIA further demonstrates the possibilities for choosing features of
(hyper)text documents, which is increasingly important for applying Machine Learning
on large text corpora and the Web. Choosing the appropriate features for a given ML
task requires knowledge about the problem, data and the ML techniques that will be
used, also skill, experience and often a lot of patience. No amount of sophistication
of ML algorithms described in the following sections will help if data is represented
inadequately with features which are redundant and irrelevant to the problem. Machine
Learning techniques have reached a considerable level of maturity and availability in the
recent years, therefore we cannot stress enough the importance of adequate document
representations for application of Machine Learning to real world problems.

2.2 Classification
The process of training a classifier can be viewed as algorithmically building a math-
ematical model for separating examples of different classes, from the evidence given
in a dataset. There are many different ways of doing this, which resulted in the de-
velopment of many kinds of classifiers with different properties. Some classification
algorithms can only discern between two different classes, making them two-class (or
binary) classifiers, others are naturally multi-class. However, this restriction may not
be a great mishap, since there are ways to use binary classifiers for classification into
more than two classes (see Section 2.2.3).

Binary classification can also be viewed as a one-class problem, where instances
can be positive (belonging to the class) or negative. If a dataset contains both positive

3Here, “indexing” is a synonym for TC.
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and negative instances, the view shift is a mere formality, but not if negative evidence
is missing from the dataset – then the problem of separating the classes becomes a
problem of describing the positive class (albeit it can be solved by modifications of
standard classification techniques [99]).

There are classifiers which are able to give a real-valued estimate of their conviction
about an instance belonging to a particular class (like the Naïve Bayes classifier), which
may be valuable in some applications. Some offer classification decisions which are
easy to interpret by a human (for example, Decision Tree learners), while others output
an answer which is not easy to trace (Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines). The
ability to learn on-line is also an important property a classifier can have, meaning that
the learned model may be incrementally updated with each new training instance.

This section attempts to present classification algorithms from the viewpoint of their
application on text. First, evaluation of classifiers is discussed, introducing several
ways to use datasets, with a subsequent overview of text-specific evaluation measures
and corpora. Overfitting, a problem which is often encountered in textual domains,
is explained next, followed by a description of the ways to use binary classifiers for
multi-class classification. The largest part of the section is devoted to the description
of several key algorithms, concluding with a brief discussion of their similarities and
differences.

2.2.1 Classifier Evaluation
There are three different aspects of classifier performance [88]:

• training efficiency,

• classification efficiency,

• correctness of classification.

Training and classification efficiency are measured in terms of execution speed and
memory consumption, and present very important factors in practical applications of
classification. The end user will certainly be affected by low classification efficiency,
and if on-line classifiers are used, by low training (i.e. “updating”) efficiency as well.
Nevertheless, the attention of the research community is dominated by the correctness
aspect, often giving the other two only a passing glance. So did this text, for “classifica-
tion performance” mentioned in previous sections was mostly referring to correctness,
and it will continue to do so.

The dataset used for classification is usually divided into the training set, used to
train the classifier, and the test set for evaluating classifier performance. One widely
used measure for evaluating classifier performance in Machine Learning is accuracy –
the percentage of correctly classified examples from the test set. Sometimes a third set is
extracted from the dataset, called the validation set, which is used in the training phase
to evaluate the classifier and help tune its parameters to yield optimal performance. It
is important to separate the validation and test sets, because a classifier tuned on the
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test set would exhibit excellent performance when evaluated on it, which would in all
probability be misleading.

The ratio between the training and test sets (the split) may depend on the amount
of available data, the particular application and many other factors – there are no firm
rules. The usual splits include 2/1, 3/1, 4/1 and 9/1, and there are cases when test sets
bigger than the training sets are used.

Several problems plague the singular split scheme. The first one concerns the dis-
tribution of classes in the original dataset, which may not be preserved in the training
and test sets if they are generated randomly. Class distribution is an important prop-
erty of datasets, and practically all classifiers either implicitly or explicitly use it while
learning the model, therefore a split which breaks the class distribution may also break
classifier performance. A cure for this is stratification, the notion of preserving the class
distribution in all datasets derived from the original.

The second, more serious problem lies in the arbitrariness of which examples end
up in which set after the split (even with stratification). There are no guarantees that a
particular split into a training and test set will yield a realistic evaluation of a classifier.
The problem is even more emphasized when the amount of available data is small.
Then, the exclusion of the test set from training data may result in the generation of an
inferior classifier.

The solution to this problem is in cross-validation, a technique borrowed from
Statistics: the dataset is split into n subsets, one is declared the test set, the others
are merged into the training set and the classifier is evaluated. The procedure is re-
peated n times, every subset once being the test set, and the results are averaged. Each
iteration is called a fold, and the whole process n-fold cross-validation. Stratification
is also possible here, yielding stratified n-fold cross-validation. Even this may not be
enough, so everything can be repeated k times, making sure that in each run the n sub-
sets of the original dataset are sufficiently different. This is known as k runs of n-fold
cross-validation, and the adjective “stratified” is also applicable.

As with the split, there are no firm rules for choosing the values of n and k. In Ma-
chine Learning in general, there is some agreement that 10 as the value of both n and k is
a satisfactory solution, but for applications on text these values may simply be too high
for feasible training efficiency. For the same reason leave-one-out cross-validation, the
extreme case of n-fold cross-validation where n equals the total number of examples,
is avoided on text. Many experiments in Text Categorization were performed on single
splits (that were even given names – see page 32), there are also examples of 5 runs of
4-fold cross validation [28, 32].

But, having nk measurements means that a statistical test, usually the t-test, can be
used to compare the performance of two classifiers, and give more accurate estimates of
the significance of the determined performance differences. Furthermore, in a scenario
where, for example, multiple classifiers are being compared over multiple datasets, the
number of statistically significant wins and losses can be counted for each classifier, and
the subtracted value of wins–losses used to rank the classifiers relative to one another.
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Predicted class
yes no

Actual yes True Positive True Negative
class no False Positive False Negative

Table 2.2: Outcomes of binary classification
Tabela 2.2: Rezultati binarne klasifikacije

Evaluation Measures

Accuracy is a perfectly good measure for evaluating classifiers in a wide variety of
applications. However, consider, for instance, a binary classification problem where
examples from the negative class constitute 95% of the dataset. In this case, the trivial
rejector, i.e. the classifier which assigns all examples to the negative class, has an ac-
curacy of 95%, but is totally unusable in practice if we care about the positive class at
least a little. Such a dataset has an imbalanced class distribution, which is very com-
mon in textual domains. Class imbalance not only dismisses accuracy as an evaluation
measure, but creates the need to fine-tune classifiers to assign an adequate importance
to the minority class, in order to achieve desired performance.

Several evaluation measures which originated in Information Retrieval (IR) are
commonly used to evaluate text classifiers. IR is concerned with the relevance of doc-
uments retrieved from a database as a response to a user query, where “relevant” may
now be considered as “belonging to the positive class.” Then, precision is defined as the
ratio of the number of relevant documents that were retrieved (the number of documents
correctly classified as positive), and the total number of retrieved documents (the num-
ber of documents classified as positive). In terms of outcomes of binary classification
summarized in Table 2.2, it is calculated as

precision =
TP

TP +FP
.

Similarly, recall is the ratio between the number of relevant documents retrieved, and
the total number of relevant documents:

recall =
TP

TP +FN
.

For comparison, accuracy is

accuracy =
TP +TN

TP +TN +FP +FN
.

Although they differ by just one term in the formula, precision and recall are really
on the opposite sides of the spectrum – while precision characterizes the mistakes made
in making the positive decision, recall expresses the coverage of the real positives by
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the decision, regardless of mistakes. The trivial acceptor has 100% recall and very low
precision, while a classifier which makes only one positive classification, and it happens
to be correct, has 100% precision and very low recall. Therefore, these two measures
are rarely used by themselves, and may be combined to form the F-measure:

Fβ =
(β2 + 1) · precision · recall

β2 · precision + recall
.

When β = 1, F-measure represents the harmonic mean of precision and recall, taking
both of them equally into account. For β < 1 precision is given more importance,
ending with F0 = precision , while β > 1 means recall gets the upper hand, with the
other extreme at F∞ = recall .

Classifiers can generally be tuned to favor precision or recall during training. The
point where (averaged) precision and recall are equal for a particular test set is the break-
even point (BEP), and is also used as a measure of classifier performance, although it
has received some criticism [19].

In case of multi-class classification, all these measures can be considered for each
class separately. If we denote the classification outcomes with regards to class i out
of a total n by TP i, TN i, FP i and FN i, then precisioni and recall i calculated using
them refer to classification performance on the ith class. There are two ways to express
“global” precision and recall: microaveraging and macroaveraging.

Microaveraged precision and recall are obtained by first summing up classification
outcomes by class:

precisionm =
∑n

i=1 TP i∑
i(TP i +FP i)

recallm =
∑n

i=1 TP i∑
i(TP i +FN i)

,

while macroaveraging involves averaging of precision and recall calculated for each
individual class:

precisionM =
∑n

i=1 precisioni

n

recallM =
∑n

i=1 recall i
n

.

Corpora

Several freely available textual corpora have been repeatedly used for evaluating clas-
sifier performance. They include:

• the Reuters corpus, assembled by Lewis [54] from Reuters news stories related to
economics, and enduring several modifications afterwards. The Reuters-22173
dataset (where the number refers to the number of examples) was experimented
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on using several different subsets/splits which became almost standard – Mod-
Lewis, ModApté and ModWiener, while the most recent version is Reuters-
21578 ModApté, with several different subsets used. A new version of the
Reuters corpus called Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) was released more re-
cently, containing far more data. It should replace Reuters-21578 as the standard
Reuters dataset for experimentation.

• the 20Newsgroups dataset, consisting of messages taken from 20 Usenet groups,
where the groups themselves represent categories,

• the WebKB corpus of university Web pages, classified into seven categories by
type,

• the OHSUMED corpus (a subset of the Medline database), where documents are
titles and abstracts published in medical journals,

• the Cora dataset, originating from an Internet search engine focusing on the do-
main of Computer Science research papers,

• the dmoz Open Directory collection, available for download in RDF format,
which contains tiles, hyperlinks and short descriptions of a large number of Web
pages organized into a multi-level topic hierarchy. It is constantly evolving, but
nevertheless has been extensively experimented on [24, 16, 32].

Despite the commonality of document collections used to evaluate classifiers, ex-
act comparison of classifiers is difficult due to different experimental setups – subsets
of collections, splits, evaluation measures, and versions and parameters of algorithms.
Nevertheless, some conclusions can be reached, and are summarized in Section 2.2.5.

2.2.2 Overfitting
Training a classifier “too much,” in the sense of maximizing its performance on the
training set, may in fact lead to suboptimal performance on a separate test set and real
life data. This phenomenon is referred to as overfitting, and may come as a consequence
of a large number of training instances, noisy data, and/or high dimensionality. Some
classifiers are more prone to it than others, and many of them employ complex strategies
to avoid it. The philosophical equivalent of the problem lies in the Occam’s razor
principle, which in ML terms translates to preferring a simple model which reasonably
fits the data, to a complex one which does so more perfectly.

To illustrate, consider one binary classification problem in a two-dimensional fea-
ture space, of separating salmon and sea bass on evidence of their width and lightness
of scales, shown in Fig. 2.3 (from [25]). The data is clearly not linearly separable, so
the linear classifier in Fig. 2.3a leaves several misclassified examples on both sides of
the boundary. On the other hand, the complex model in Fig. 2.3b perfectly fits all ex-
amples, making great efforts to “pick up” every fish which strayed deep into the waters
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: A simple and complex model for binary classification in a
two-feature space
Slika 2.3: Prost i složen model binarne klasifikacije u prostoru sa dva
atributa

occupied by instances of the other species. This leads to whole regions being marked
for one class on the evidence of a single example, when, considering all surrounding
examples, they have a greater probability of belonging to the other class. In one such
region a new example is marked by a question mark in the figure – it will be classified
as sea bass although it is more likely to be a salmon, considering the surroundings. In
all probability, the linear model will perform the same or better on real-world data than
the complex one, at the same time being much simpler to derive, apply and maintain.

2.2.3 Using Binary Classifiers for Multi-Class Problems
There are several techniques to reduce multi-class classification problems to a set of
binary problems. The oldest and most commonly used is referred to as one-against-all
binarization: the original dataset consisting of m classes is split into m datasets, with
each class once declared as positive, and the negative class composed of the leftover
m − 1 original classes. During classification, m binary decisions are made, and in the
case of more than one positive outcome the most confident one is taken as the final
classification decision.

The one-against-all scheme may be prone to errors emerging from inadequate con-
fidence values returned by the binary classifiers. One possible alternative is round robin
binarization [31]. In this scheme,

(
m
2

)
classifiers are trained, one for each pair of

classes, and the “winning” class during classification is determined as the outcome of a
round robin tournament held between classes via the binary classifiers.

Another alternative to the one-against-all method relies on the use of error correct-
ing codes [95], applicable in cases when m > 3. Instead of training m binary classifiers,
a much larger number of 2m−1 − 1 is trained, with the difference that several original
classes may be combined into the positive class, instead of using only one. This results
in classification decisions that do not rely on one, but several positive binary outcomes,
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with the series of expected positive (1) and negative (0) decisions forming the error
correcting code for each of the original m classes. This leads to a classification deci-
sion which is less prone to errors – in the case of one, or even several incorrect binary
classifications, the true class may still be recognized from the remaining correct binary
decisions which match the appropriate code.

Of course, the above approach, referred to as the exhaustive error correcting code
method, is infeasible for large values of m. Therefore, other schemes for constructing
shorter error correcting codes are often used to reduce the number of trained classifiers
without significant loss of performance, resulting, for instance, in the randomly selected
error correcting code method.

2.2.4 Algorithms

Practically every existing classifier has been tried on text to date [88], making TC quite
a popular benchmark for old and new classification algorithms. It would be infeasible
to review them all, therefore a selection of algorithms was made which, hopefully, do
well to illustrate the principles, the diversity of approaches, and the state-of-the-art in
the field.

Perceptrons

The Perceptron, originally introduced by Rosenblatt [83], is a simple on-line binary
classifier which uses the value of the inner product of vectors v·x to classify an instance
x according to the previously learned vector of weights v. If the inner product is greater
than some predefined threshold t (often 0), the instance is assigned to the positive class;
if not, the classification goes the other way. In other words, c = sign(v · x − t).
In geometrical terms, v and t define a hyperplane which linearly separates the vector
space, like the one in Fig. 2.3a for the two-dimensional case.

Learning the vector v starts by assigning it a 0 vector (or a vector of small posi-
tive weights), and continues by examining each training instance x one at a time, and
classifying it using the currently learned v. If the classification is incorrect, the vector
is updated: v = v ± ηx, where addition (subtraction) is used when x belongs to the
positive (negative) class, and η is a small positive number – the learning rate. The ef-
fect of the update is to shift the weights of v towards the correct classification of x, in
proportion to their “importance” signified by the values of weights in x. The algorithm
iterates multiple times over all instances in the training set, until all test examples are
classified correctly (which must happen if they are linearly separable), or some other
stoppage criterion is met.

The Perceptron showed solid performance on text [87], despite its simplicity. There
are numerous extensions, one of them being the Voted-Perceptron by Freund and Scha-
pire [29].

In the Voted-Perceptron algorithm, all vectors v calculated during training are re-
tained, together with the number of training instances they “survive” without being
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modified. Then, for a list of such weighed perceptrons (v1, c1), . . . , (vk, ck), the clas-
sification is calculated as the sign of the weighed sum of the classifications of each
saved perceptron:

c = sign

(
k∑

i=1

cisign(vi · x)

)
,

assuming all thresholds are zero. The Voted-Perceptron was shown to be effective on
high-dimensional data, at the same time being simple to implement and having a low
training time [29].

Perceptrons are also the building blocks of one type of Neural Networks. Neural
Networks have been applied to text [94, 84], but their use is not particularly widespread,
since more complex nonlinear models did not show significant performance improve-
ment over the simpler linear ones [87], to compensate for the inherently long training
times.

Support Vector Machines

One of the most sophisticated and best performing classifiers ever applied on text [88]
is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. It is a binary classifier, and its main
idea lies in using a predetermined kernel function, whose main effect is the transfor-
mation of the feature vector space into another space, usually with a higher number of
dimensions, where the data is linearly separable. Quadratic programming methods are
then applied to find a maximum margin hyperplane, i.e. the optimal linear separation
in the new space, whose inverse transformation should yield an excellent classifier in
the original vector space. Figure 2.4 (from [87]) shows a graphical representation of the
separating hyperplane for a two-dimensional space (after the transformation), where the
class feature is depicted with labels + and ◦. The hyperplane, in this case a line, lies
in the middle of the widest strip separating the two classes, and is constructed using
only the instances adjacent to the strip – the support vectors (outlined by squares in the
figure).

Although the theoretical foundations for SVMs were laid out by Vapnik in the
1970s [93, 92], the computational complexity of various solutions to the quadratic pro-
gramming problem restricted the use of SVMs in practice. Only relatively recently
were approximate solutions derived which enabled feasible and, compared with some
other classifiers, superior training times. One was by Osuna et al. [67], improved by
Joachims [43] and implemented in his SVM light package, and another was Platt’s se-
quential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [71, 44], available, for instance, as part
of the WEKA Machine Learning workbench [95].

Support Vector Machines can handle very high dimensions, and are not particularly
sensitive to overfitting, making them highly suitable for application on text without di-
mensionality reduction [42]. Many practical studies have confirmed this argument [53],
and there is a wide consensus that SVMs are one of the best performing text classifiers
available today.
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Figure 2.4: The maximum margin hyperplane determined by the SVM,
which separates the two classes, with highlighted support vectors
Slika 2.4: Maksimalno razdvajajuća hiperravan utvrd̄ena od SVM, koja
razdvaja dve klase, sa naglašenim support vektorima

Bayesian Learners

The probabilistic approach to modeling data has resulted in several useful Machine
Learning techniques which can be applied on text. One of them is the simple, but
effective Naïve Bayes classifier, and another, more expressive but also more complex
and still actively researched – Bayesian Networks.

Naïve Bayes. The Naïve Bayes classifier has been around for a long time, but it has
been more in the focus of Information Retrieval, rather than the Machine Learning com-
munity [55]. The main principles of its functioning are as follows. Let random variable
C denote the class feature, and A1, A2, . . . , An the n components of the attribute vector.
Then, the classification of a specific document 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 is

c = argmax
cj∈C

P (cj |a1, a2, . . . , an).

Applying the Bayes theorem the expression is transformed to

c = argmax
cj∈C

P (a1, a2, . . . , an|cj)P (cj)
P (a1, a2, . . . , an)

= argmax
cj∈C

P (a1, a2, . . . , an|cj)P (cj)

= argmax
cj∈C

P (cj)
n∏

i=1

P (ai|cj) .
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Figure 2.5: The Naïve Bayes classifier (a), and the Bayesian Network that
captures inter-attribute dependencies (b)
Slika 2.5: „Naivni“ Bejesov klasifikator (a), i Bejesova mreža koja izra-
žava zavisnosti izmed̄u atributa

The last derivation used the assumption that attributes are mutually independent, which
obviously does not hold in reality, hence the prefix “naïve”. Nevertheless, the approxi-
mation has been shown to work in practice, so now the training phase of the classifier
involves approximating the values P (cj) and P (ai|cj) from the training set. There are
several approaches to doing this, depending on the assumed distribution of features –
the one most often used on text being the multinomial model [60], which was recently
subjected to several text-motivated enhancements [82, 45].

Bayesian Networks. Note that without the independence assumption in Naïve Bayes,
estimating the values of P (a1, a2, . . . , an|cj) would have been infeasible. However,
text attributes are interrelated, and one way to capture such dependencies is by means
of Bayesian Networks.

Generally speaking, Bayesian Networks consist of nodes which are random vari-
ables, and vertices representing conditional probabilities between them. Their aim is to
offer a computationally feasible and graphically representable way to express and cal-
culate dependencies between events. The graphic in Fig. 2.5a shows the Naïve Bayes
classifier, with conditional probabilities P (Ai|C) depicted as arcs from C to Ai. The
dependencies between attributes, which are missing in Naïve Bayes, are added in the
Bayesian Network shown in Fig. 2.5b.

Again, it would be computationally infeasible (and not even allowed in a Bayesian
Network) to calculate dependencies between all attributes, especially on high-dimensio-
nal textual data. The trick with Bayesian Networks is to express only the dependencies
which are necessary (or strong enough to have an impact on the solution to a particular
problem), under constraints which ensure the correctness and feasibility of computa-
tion. This can be done manually, by supplying the structure of the network – then
training a Bayesian Network looks very much like training the Naïve Bayes classifier,
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with conditionals being estimated from the dataset. If estimation of dependencies from
data is not possible, training gets more difficult, and several solutions are available [61].
Learning the structure of the network presents a much bigger challenge, and is still an
area of active research. Several books devoted to the subject of Bayesian Networks
have appeared recently [41, 65].

Nearest Neighbor Classifiers

The training phase of Nearest Neighbor (also known as Instance-Based, or Memory-
Based) classifiers is practically trivial, and consists of simply storing all examples in a
data structure suitable for their later retrieval. Unlike other classifiers, all computation
concerning the classification of an unseen example is deferred until the classification
phase. Then, k instances most similar to the example in question – its k nearest neigh-
bors – are retrieved, and its class computed from the classes of the neighbors. The
computation of the class can consist of just choosing the majority class of all the neigh-
bors, or distance weighing may be used to reduce the influence on the classification
decision of neighbors which are further away. The choice of k depends on the con-
crete data and application – there is no universally best value. The similarity function is
usually the simple cosine of the angle between vectors (see Section 2.1.2); with richer
representations of instances and more complex similarity functions the issue moves into
the field of Case Based Reasoning [61].

The major problem with applying k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) to text is the sheer
volume of practical textual data, which consumes memory and slows down retrieval.
One of the first applications of the kNN classifier on text was by Yang [101], who
addressed this problem by organizing data into a three-layer network of weights, with
one layer for words, one for documents and one for categories. The same problem
can be tackled by storing only the instances for which there is evidence during training
that they would contribute significantly to classification [2]. Other improvements to the
kNN algorithm include feature weight adjusting [35] and document clustering [38].

Decision Trees

A Decision Tree (DT) is a tree whose internal nodes represent features, arcs are labeled
with outcomes of tests on the value of the feature from which they originate, and leaves
denote categories. The Decision Tree constructed from the weather dataset in Table 2.1
is shown in Fig. 2.6. Classifying a new instance using a Decision Tree involves starting
from the root node and following the branches labeled with the test outcomes which are
true for the appropriate feature values of the instance, until a leaf with a class value is
reached.

One of the widely used Decision Tree learning algorithms is Quinlan’s C4.5 [74].
(An improved commercialized version C5.0 exists, which focuses on better generation
of rules.) Learning a Decision Tree with C4.5 involves choosing the most informative
feature using a combination of the information gain and gain ratio criteria described
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Figure 2.6: The Decision Tree generated from the weather data
Slika 2.6: Stablo odlučivanja generisano weather podacima

in Section 2.1.5, determining how best to split its values using tests, and repeating
the process recursively for each branch/test, without considering features which were
already assigned to nodes. Recursion stops when the tree perfectly fits the data, or
when all features have been used up. The tree in Fig. 2.6 was generated using the C4.5
algorithm.

To avoid overfitting, pruning can be performed on the learned tree, which reduces its
fit to the training data, at the same time attempting to improve its accuracy in the general
case. In C4.5 it is done by converting the tree to an equivalent rule form (one for each
path from root to leaf), estimating the general accuracy of each and improving it by
removing some tests. Then, rules are sorted in decreasing order of estimated accuracy
and used in this form for classification.

Decision Trees (and Rules) are especially useful when the workings of the classifier
need to be interpreted by humans, offering insight into the structure of data. As for text,
DTs may be unsuitable for many applications since they are well known for not being
able to efficiently handle great numbers of features. Nevertheless, sometimes they do
prove superior, for instance with datasets in which a few highly discriminative features
stand out from the many [32].

2.2.5 Summary

A natural question which arises when considering text classifiers is: which one is best?
As far as accuracy is concerned, SVMs have consistently dominated other classification
algorithms in experimental benchmarks. Nevertheless, much may depend on the proper-
ties of a dataset (as was effectively demonstrated by Gabrilovich and Markovitch [32]),
the evaluation measure that is considered important, and the final application of the
classifier. Too many times were sophisticated techniques employed only to discover
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later that simple techniques performed as well, or even better, at the same time being
easier to manage [95].

If the classifier needs to be trained on-line, Perceptrons and Nearest Neighbor meth-
ods are good choices, as is Naïve Bayes which can be adjusted to that purpose. SVMs
are difficult to use in this way as new examples may alter the configuration of support
vectors and render the classification unstable. If interpretability of classification is a
big concern, C4.5 may be a good choice. Nearest Neighbor classifiers have very short
training times, so does Naïve Bayes; SVMs take a little longer, while C4.5 and Bayesian
Networks may be prohibitively slow in certain situations. Classification time is longest
for Nearest Neighbor, but takes very little for Naïve Bayes, SVMs and the Perceptron.
All these properties of classifiers, together with the characteristics of data and the nature
of a particular problem being solved, need to be taken into account when choosing the
right tools for the job.

2.3 Clustering

While classification is concerned with finding models by generalization of evidence
produced by a dataset, clustering deals with the discovery of models which describe
patterns in data, with little or no external guidance. Many algorithms for clustering data
have been devised to date, but unlike classifiers, not that many of them have been used
in textual domains. One of the main reasons for this is certainly the high dimension-
ality of textual data, which not only hampers the less efficient algorithms, but makes
evaluation more difficult as well, both for an expert analyzing the clusters and for au-
tomatic evaluation measures. Also, no clustering algorithm can perform well on every
possible distribution of data [40], so naturally some algorithms are better on text than
others. This section will overview clustering techniques from the textual point of view
in a manner similar to the previous section – after a discussion of issues in evaluation of
clustering, the principles behind several key algorithms which were successfully applied
to text will be presented, followed by a discussion on their similarities and differences.

2.3.1 Clustering Evaluation

Evaluating clustering algorithms is a much vaguer notion than evaluating classifiers, for
there is no clear-cut definition of what constitutes “good” clusters. In textual domains
there is the additional burden of high dimensionality, which renders some classical mea-
sures like Rand [81] infeasible due to their computational complexity. Nevertheless,
text clustering quality can be evaluated from several viewpoints. If there already exists
a partition (a classification) of the dataset, external quality measures can be used, which
express how well the clustering measures up to the prescribed labels. Internal quality
measures require no such labeling, because they try to assess inter-cluster difference
and intra-cluster similarity. Several other types of clustering evaluation measures exist,
described in the study by Zhao and Karypis [104].
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Comparing clustering algorithms is difficult not only because of the problems of
performance measurement, but because of the lack of consensus on standard evalua-
tion corpora. Document collections presented in Section 2.2.1 have all been used in
clustering experiments, together with multitudes of others originating from specific ap-
plication domains.

Evaluation Measures

Evaluation measures typically used to assess the performance of text clustering include
entropy, the F-measure (both external) and overall similarity [90] (internal).

In Section 2.1.5 we defined the entropy of a feature and used it to formulate the
information gain criterion. Entropy can also be used as an external quality measure
of clustering. The probability that a document from cluster Rj belongs to class Ci,
denoted by pij , can be calculated from the clustered dataset for every i and j, and then
the entropy of cluster j with regards to the class distribution expressed as

H(Rj) = −
∑

i

pij log(pij).

The entropy of the complete set of clusters is now the average of the entropies of all
clusters, normalized by cluster size:

H =
∑

j

|Rj |
n

H(Rj) ,

where |Rj | is the size of the jth cluster, and n the total number of examples.
The F-measure, presented in Section 2.2.1 and typically used for evaluating classi-

fiers, is another metric which can conveniently be utilized to express the external quality
of clustering. In Information Retrieval terms, if cluster Rj is viewed as an answer to a
query with the correct answers constituting class Ci, precision and recall of cluster Rj ,
relative to class Ci, can be formulated as:

precisionij =
nij

|Rj | recall ij =
nij

|Ci| ,

where nij is the number of instances shared by the cluster and the class. Then, Fij
1 is

calculated in the standard way, and the F-measure of the whole clustering is derived by
weight-averaging over all classes the maximal F1s obtained for all clusters:

F =
∑

i

|Ci|
n

max
j

(Fij
1 ).

In case of hierarchical clustering (see page 43), the maximum is taken over all clusters
at all levels.
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As an internal quality measure, overall similarity first calculates intra-cluster cosine
similarity for cluster j:

1
|Rj |2

∑
x,y

cos(x, y),

where x and y are examples from the cluster, and then a sum weighed by |Rj |s is taken
to form the overall measure.

2.3.2 Algorithms

k-Means Clustering

The basic k-means clustering algorithm is one of the oldest and simplest clustering
algorithms to be applied to text, which may still produce good results. It involves
randomly choosing k points to be the centroids of clusters, and grouping instances
around centroids based on proximity. Then, centroids are iteratively recomputed for
each cluster, and instances regrouped until there is sufficiently little change in centroid
positions. This algorithm depends heavily on the choice of k (which may not be obvious
at all for a particular application), and the initial positioning of centroids. Having k-
means generate empty clusters is not a rare occurrence at all.

Instead of explicitly assigning examples to clusters (hard assignment), each cluster
can be represented by a vector of features and updated on witnessing an example (soft
or fuzzy assignment), based on proximity. That way, representations of clusters are not
limited to centroids and may fit some data distributions more naturally.

A close relative of the “soft” variant of the k-means algorithm are Self-Organizing
Maps (SOMs), a technique with strong origins in Neural Networks. While k-means
is concerned with finding relations among examples in their own space, SOM projects
them down to a two dimensional grid of interconnected points. Each example activates
the point closest to its projection, and the activation is propagated through the grid in
a Neural Network-like manner. Kohonen et al. [48] used a triangular grid SOM to
organize a large collection of newsgroup documents.

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering techniques derive a nested hierarchy of clusters, with the ex-
treme of a single cluster containing all instances on one end, and a collection of one-
element clusters on the other. One such partition is shown by the dendrogram in Fig. 2.7
(from [14]). The hierarchy can be constructed from the bottom up (the agglomerative
approach), by starting with single element clusters and merging two of the most simi-
lar in each iterative step, and from the top down (the divisive approach), by repeatedly
dividing the cluster with least internal similarity. In both approaches, a concrete set of
clusters can be obtained simply by choosing a suitable degree of inter-cluster similarity
and “reading off” the clusters from the dendrogram using a horizontal cut-off.
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Figure 2.7: A dendrogram representing a hierarchical clustering of a set of
examples
Slika 2.7: Dendrogram koji predstavlja hijerarhijski klastering skupa instanci

While the agglomerative approach is relatively straightforward, with the main issues
concerning the choice of the inter-cluster similarity metric and optimizing the search for
most similar clusters, the divisive approach offers a wide variety of ways to split the cho-
sen cluster. One way is to use the basic k-means algorithm multiple times for different
choices of starting points, and choose the split with the highest overall similarity. This
technique, referred to as bisecting k-means achieved surprisingly good performance at
clustering documents [90].

Divisive hierarchical clustering can also be achieved using singular value decompo-
sition, which produced the principal direction divisive partitioning (PDDP) algorithm
for clustering documents [9]. SVD-based clustering techniques proved very effective
as feature extraction methods (see page 26).

Probabilistic Clustering

In the probabilistic clustering approach, instances are considered to be generated from
a mixture model of k probability distributions, by first choosing model j with proba-
bility pj , and then drawing an example adhering to the distribution [9]. Each cluster
corresponds to a distribution, with instances gathering around its mean at distances de-
termined by variance. The likelihood that a particular dataset is drawn from a particular
mixture model of k distributions is given by

L(X|R) =
∏

i

∑

j

pjP (xi|rj),
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for instances xi and clusters rj . One probabilistic method, the EM algorithm [61]
is based on alternatively estimating and maximizing the expected value of the log-
likelihood function log L(X|R).

Benefits of probabilistic clustering include the ability to build the clusters using dif-
ferent datasets (because clusters are represented independently from examples), exam-
ining examples iteratively (the approach is online), and the generation of results which
are easy to interpret [9]. More details on the probabilistic approach to clustering can be
found in [14].

Co-Clustering

Simultaneous clustering of not only instances, but also attributes, has led to the idea
of co-clustering, which is especially useful for textual data with large numbers of both
instances and attributes. The principle of the approach is to iteratively improve the
clustering of examples by examining clusters of features, and vice versa. An advanced
method involving bi-partite graphs for text clustering was proposed in [23]. The k-
means algorithm can be used in this context too – in an algorithm which gradually co-
clusters examples and attributes which has industrial applications in Web analysis [9].

2.3.3 Summary

Most of the points that were discussed in Section 2.2.5 about classification, also ap-
ply to clustering. Properties of the dataset play an even more important role, since
clustering techniques attempt to describe some of those properties, but often without
external guidance in the form of class labels. There is no “universal” clustering algo-
rithm which is able to discover the structure of every conceivable dataset. Consider the
simple example shown in Fig. 2.8 (from [40]), where data is shown on chart (a), and an
“ideal” clustering, with instances labeled with their corresponding cluster numbers, on
chart (b). Not all clustering techniques can uncover all the clusters presented here with
equal facility [40].

The problem with high-dimensional data is that it may not be easy to visualize
the results of clustering, for an expert to evaluate. Even methods like SOM, which
provide an explicit projection into a low-dimensional space, do not guarantee that the
visualization will depict anything useful. As for automatic evaluation measures, even
when they report good results there is a possibility that valuable structural information
was missed, unlike the evaluation of classifiers which gives pretty good ideas about
classifier performance. A further contrast to the text classification community is the
lack of consensus on standard evaluation corpora, which makes comparing clustering
algorithms even more difficult.

Despite the problems with evaluation, all presented clustering techniques are known
to perform well on text. Bisecting k-means (a hierarchical method) outperformed basic
k-means and agglomerative hierarchical clustering in one study [90]. Despite that, the
basic k-means algorithm is attractive because of its run-time efficiency. If clustering is
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: A challenging example for many data clustering algorithms
Slika 2.8: Izazovan primer za mnoge klastering algoritme

to be performed in an online fashion, probabilistic methods are most easily employed,
and k-means is simple to adapt as well.

2.4 Conclusion

The aim of this survey was to present the some of the important principles and tech-
niques for applying Machine Learning to text. The emphasis was at the “low-levels” of
application – the basic transformations of raw (hyper)text to a different representation,
and the classification and clustering algorithms to be employed on such data. Never-
theless, multiple layers of Machine Learning, i.e. employing ML techniques on data
derived using ML techniques, could not be avoided. For many languages, stemming
needs to be handled with ML methods, because it is not possible to solve the problem
algorithmically (to a useful degree of accuracy) as is for English. The wrapper methods
of feature selection, and feature extraction by clustering are further examples. Vari-
ous improvements to classification and clustering algorithms, like estimation of certain
parameters (for instance, Nearest Neighbor’s k) can be done using Machine Learn-
ing. Other mentioned improvements for kNN included feature weight adjusting [35]
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and document clustering [38]; similar approaches are possible for other ML techniques
as well.

In writing this chapter, care was taken to present only the techniques, without delv-
ing too deep into descriptions of particular applications. However, the key to under-
standing the behavior of ML techniques in practice is to examine how a concrete prob-
lem was solved, and grasp the reasons why particular features, representations and al-
gorithms were chosen. Therefore, the next chapter provides a broad survey of the appli-
cations of Machine Learning in Web Mining domains. Although it does not delve very
deep into the details of how particular algorithms were employed, it gives the reader
a general idea of possible uses of ML methods, and provides appropriate references
should the details be desired.





Chapter 3

Applications of Machine
Learning in Web Mining

This chapter presents an overview of several applications of Machine Learning tech-
niques in Web Mining. Because of the sheer vastness of the field, the point of the
survey will be to illustrate some of the possibilities, not to give an exhaustive treatment
of all issues. Therefore, we elected to place the emphasis on applications which may
come into direct contact, and have a more straightforward effect on the every-day Web
user. Furthermore, the focus of the survey leans more towards Web Content Mining,
although Structure and Usage also have their representatives.

Many of the applications that will be described come as parts of proprietary soft-
ware, with no published details about the algorithms that were employed. We therefore
resorted to describing only the basic principles, referring to literature where appropri-
ate. However, it is evident that the applications that will be discussed employ some
form of automatic classification, clustering or dimensionality reduction method, even
if their internal details are hidden. Thorough descriptions of Machine Learning tech-
niques, both general and text/Web specific, can be found in the previous chapter, as well
as [61, 59, 87, 14].

The rest of the chapter is organized in the following manner. Section 3.1 discusses
some of the shortcomings of today’s major Web search engines and two ways to over-
come them, by means of meta- and focused (or vertical) search engines. Section 3.2
presents several document visualization schemes, in particular WebSOM, ThemeView
and ThemeScape, Newsmap and TextArc. The following section reviews some of the
ways to employ Machine Learning to assist Web browsing, namely by link suggestion
and automatic bookmark organization. Section 3.4 continues with a presentation of
issues in automatic e-mail filtering and protection from spam, and the last section con-
cludes with a discussion of the peculiarities of certain kinds of Web data in the context
of Machine Learning.
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3.1 Enhancing Web Search
Modern general-purpose Web search engines like Google and Yahoo, although invalu-
able, could benefit from improvements in many areas, including coverage (only a por-
tion of the Web is indexed by any one search engine), relevance ranking of Web pages
with regards to a query, and presentation of results. To illustrate the benefits of ren-
dering search results in a form different from the now standard relevance list model,
consider two scenarios at the opposite extremes of user intention:

(i) a user looking for a very specific piece of information (“I need some information
about this particular model of guitar.”), and

(ii) a user attempting to learn about, or simply browse pages related to some broader
topic (“I want to read something about animals living in England.”).

In both cases a search engine may fail the user – for (i) a good example is given in [39],
where the query ‘martin d93 guitar,’ which refers to a legendary model of guitar man-
ufactured by C. F. Martin, returned dozens of unrelated pages ranked higher than any
truly relevant answer1. If the relevant search results were sorted, for example, into topic
Arts → Music, they would have been easier to trace.

For case (ii) the benefits of sorting are even more obvious – for instance, pages about
Animals, the band, would have been separated from pages about English wildlife.

The common denominator of both described cases is query ambiguity. In the first
case the ambiguity was introduced by the content and structure of the Web, coupled
with the ranking algorithms of search engines. Relying on inverse document frequencies
made search engines rank any page which contained the rare term ‘d93’ unrealistically
high, disregarding the term’s connection to ‘martin’ or ‘guitar.’ Furthermore, “fancy
hits,” such as pages containing query terms as part of e-mail addresses, introduced
additional mixup. In the second case the ambiguity simply resulted from different pos-
sible meanings of the word ‘animals.’ Resolution of ambiguity, like the one described
above, is given additional importance by the finding that the majority of queries posted
to search engines consist of only one word [11].

The above issues have, in general, been tackled in two different ways – by meta-
search engines and vertical search engines.

3.1.1 Meta-Search Engines
Meta-search engines address coverage and ranking issues by aggregating results re-
turned by several general-purpose search engines for a specific query. The most well
known ones include Dogpile (http://dogpile.com/) and Mamma (http://mamma.
com/). Meta-search engines may also attempt (more rarely, however) to give an alter-
native presentation of results using clustering techniques. The most prominent of those
are Vivissimo (http://vivissimo.com/) and KartOO (http://kartoo.com/).

1In the meantime, a couple of D93 guitars have appeared on online shopping sites, but the vast majority
of results still refer to models of electronic devices and obscure e-mail addresses.

http://dogpile.com/
http://mamma.com/
http://mamma.com/
http://vivissimo.com/
http://kartoo.com/
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Vivissimo applies hierarchical clustering to search results, automatically generating
labels for the derived clusters and displaying them as a tree of topics beside the rele-
vance list of the results (Fig. 3.1). This allows the user to interactively refine his search,
by browsing through the topics if the list of all results does not prove satisfactory.

KartOO takes a different approach to results clustering. Instead of producing and
displaying a hierarchy of clusters, it generates a series of “maps,” actually graphs where
nodes represent Web pages and arcs denote the relationships of belonging to the same
cluster (Fig. 3.2).

As for general-purpose search engines, information available on meta-search en-
gines is rather sparse, but research has been gaining momentum in recent years. SnakeT
(http://snaket.di.unipi.it/) is the most recent implementation of a meta-search
engine which sorts results by clustering Web-page snippets2, and also provides Web in-
terfaces for books, news and blog domains [27]. Carrot2 (http://carrot2.source-
forge.net/) is an open-source “research framework for experimenting with auto-
mated querying of various data sources (such as search engines), processing search
results and their visualization,” which also relies on clustering [66]. CiiRarchies (http:
//www.cs.loyola.edu/lawrie/hierarchies/) is a hierarchical clustering engine
for Web search results described in [52], while Highlight (http://highlight.njit.
edu/) provides the option to sort results at the outermost level using classification, be-
fore resorting to clustering for deeper levels of the topic hierarchy [100]. All these
systems provide Web interfaces and published results, unlike leading commercial clus-
tering engines, which keep the details about the algorithms they employ in hiding.
According to [27], no meta-search engine, research or commercial, has outperformed
Vivissimo with regards to the quality of generated clusters, and the majority of engines
with known internal workings are rather slow, which limits their usefulness in practice.

A pure classification approach to sorting search results was described by Chen and
Dumais [17], where a closed-environment study involving Internet users of different
profiles showed that their category style of presentation was generally preferred over
the list model (see Fig. 3.3). The authors chose to break up the list of results between
categories right at the initial displaying of results, showing only several examples from
each category, based on which the user could choose to “expand” a particular topic.

3.1.2 Focused Search
To collect information about Web-pages, general-purpose search engines employ pro-
grams called crawlers, which “visit” Web pages by following links and download their
content for further processing. The basic principle behind crawlers’ functioning is sim-
ple: starting from an initial pool of Web pages, each page is visited and the links it
contains are added to the pool for later visiting, until the pool is exhausted.

One way to improve the performance of standard crawlers is by means of focused
crawling [14]. By using binary classification into a predetermined topic, a focused
crawler first examines if a fetched page belongs to the positive class. If it is determined

2A Web-page snippet consists of the page’s title, link and excerpt.

http://snaket.di.unipi.it/
http://carrot2.sourceforge.net/
http://carrot2.sourceforge.net/
http://www.cs.loyola.edu/lawrie/hierarchies/
http://www.cs.loyola.edu/lawrie/hierarchies/
http://highlight.njit.edu/
http://highlight.njit.edu/
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Figure 3.1: A screenshot of Vivissimo meta-search engine for query ‘class’
Slika 3.1: Ekran Vivissimo meta-pretraživača za upit ,class‘

Figure 3.2: A screenshot of KartOO meta-search engine for query ‘class’
Slika 3.2: Ekran KartOO meta-pretraživača za upit ,class‘
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Figure 3.3: The classification approach to search result sorting by Chen
and Dumais
Slika 3.3: Pristup Čena i Dumaisove prikazu rezultata pretraživanja ko-
rišćenjem klasifikacije

to be positive, crawling is resumed normally, if not, the page is pruned, and its links are
not included in the working pool.

The feasibility of the focused crawling scheme relies on the intuitive, and empiri-
cally proven radius-1 hypothesis [14]:

If page u is positive and u links to v, then the probability that v is positive
is higher than the probability that a randomly chosen Web page is positive.

What focused crawling means to the end user is incarnated in focused, or vertical
search engines: the user is first asked to navigate and fix a particular category of interest
(by explicitly choosing a topic, or the search engine itself), and then post a query [87].
The results are then not only be restricted to the chosen (and related) categories, but may
also be ranked in accordance with that particular line of search, instead of using only
global link graph analysis [68], as general-purpose search engines do. This is indicative
of key rationale behind focused crawling: to improve recall by restricting scope [14].

One of the most popular search engines that employ focused crawling is CiteSeer
(http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/), a search engine for Computer Science publi-

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
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cations which maintains its own database of papers with extracted titles, authors, ab-
stracts and, most importantly, citation data. Collected cross-citations allow the user to
deduce the importance of located papers, saving her from the bulk of less important
or obsolete works. Other prominent examples, at the time of writing, are LookSmart
(http://looksmart.com/) and Answers (http://answers.com/), which cover a
broader array of topics, with Oodle (http://oodle.com/) adding search localization
to larger regions in the United States.

To address the current hype surrounding vertical search engines, and their threat-
ening of the position of the general-purpose engines, it can be said that today, when
“googling” is becoming a synonym for “searching the Web,” changing the user’s habits
may prove a difficult, if not an impossible task. Thus, asking the user to first fix a topic
(by choosing a topic explicitly, or choosing the search engine itself) and then post a
query, as required by the majority of vertical search engines, can be viewed with reluc-
tance by many users. Vertical search engines still lack the flexibility and interactivity
of clustering meta-search engines, and Web coverage of, for example, Google, to be
a threat to general-purpose engines. Nevertheless, within particular topics of interest,
their contribution is and will continue to be of great importance.

3.2 Visualization

The KartOO meta-search engine (Section 3.1.1) presented a good introduction to the
topic of document visualization. Visualization, in essence, is useful in situations where
large bodies of textual documents need to be examined, and would be infeasible to read,
or even overview manually. This section will describe several different visualization
schemes, each of which is suited for the discovery of particular kinds of patterns in the
underlying text. WebSOM and ThemeView permit a “global” overview of topics, their
strengths and similarities based on content. ThemeRiver allows a temporal view of a
document collection, depicting how themes change over time. Newsmap presents an
interesting interface to the Google News aggregator, and TextArc introduces a simple
and powerful method for the analysis of texts, as well as a means for artistic expression.

3.2.1 WebSOM

WebSOM is one of the oldest and most illustrative applications of Machine Learning
techniques to document visualization, presented by Kohonen et al. [48]. It employs a
Self-Organizing Map (SOM, see page 43) to organize a large collection of newsgroup
postings. Figure 3.4 shows the introductory screen, where a global view of the collec-
tion is given, with darker areas having a bigger concentration of documents, and labels
depicting concrete newsgroups. By clicking inside the map the image is zoomed, until
individual documents are reached and the triangular grid of the SOM is distinguishable.

http://looksmart.com/
http://answers.com/
http://oodle.com/
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Figure 3.4: WebSOM introductory screen, visualizing newsgroup postings
Slika 3.4: Uvodni ekran WebSOM-a, sa vizuelizacijom news poruka
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Figure 3.5: ThemeView visualization of news stories (colors inverted)
Slika 3.5: ThemeView vizuelizacija vesti (boje invertovane)

The training algorithm takes care to place similar documents close together, both
within the same cluster, and by keeping similar clusters in proximity. It achieves this by
using methods for dimensionality scaling which preserve the similarity of documents,
after which it iteratively projects each new example onto the map. The Self-Organizing
Map “organizes” itself by activating the node hit by the example, and propagating the
weights through its node grid in a Neural Network-like manner, thus establishing the
coloring of the regions.

3.2.2 ThemeView and ThemeRiver

ThemeView (formerly called ThemeScape) is a data visualization method that is a
part of the IN-SPIRE suite of visual document analysis tools (http://www.pnl.gov/
infoviz/). It uses multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) and other dimensionality reduc-
tion methods to map a document collection to a 3D landscape where “peaks” represent
dominant topics, and “valleys” indicate less prominent ones [37]. Figure 3.5 shows a
ThemeView representation of a collection of news stories from the 1990s. Similar to
WebSOM, ThemeView attempts to keep related topics close to one another, and less
related ones further apart.

Unlike WebSOM, ThemeView utilizes the inherently familiar notion of landscapes
to visualization. This small shift in paradigm presents a large boost in the utility of
the system, since the human observer will find his way more quickly in the generated
visualization and possibly make better deductions.

http://www.pnl.gov/infoviz/
http://www.pnl.gov/infoviz/
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Figure 3.6: ThemeRiver depiction of the “flow” of news story themes
Slika 3.6: ThemeRiver-ovo predstavljanje „toka“ tema vesti

Another document visualization method included in IN-SPIRE is ThemeRiver [36].
It uses a river metaphor to depict thematic changes in a large document collection over
time. The time line of the collection is represented by river flow from left to right,
the thematic content is reflected in the composition of colored stripes within the flow,
and the strength of the themes determines the river’s width. Each stripe corresponds
to a different theme, automatically determined and labeled with an appropriate word
from the collection. This scheme allows the detection of causal relationships between
external events and the structure of the collection which may not have been possible
with other visualization methods.

Figure 3.6 shows the ThemeRiver visualization of a collection of Associated Press
newswire stories from July and August 1990. Important external events which influence
the themes in the collection are indicated on the top of the figure, the strongest one being
the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.

Other IN-SPIRE tools which tap into familiar concepts as means for visualization
include Galaxies, Starlight and TOPIC ISLANDS.

3.2.3 Newsmap

To continue on the track of newswire visualization started by ThemeRiver, Google
News (http://news.google.com/), at the time of writing, presents a service which
aggregates news stories from over 4500 sources, automatically sorting them by topic
(Worlds, Business, US, Sci/Tech etc.) and country. For each displayed story Google

http://news.google.com/
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Figure 3.7: Newsmap visual interface to Google News (colors inverted)
Slika 3.7: Newsmap-ov vizuelni interfejs prema Google News-u (boje invertovane)

News offers related stories for viewing, and can also recommend stories based on a
user’s prior search history.

An attempt to enhance the primarily textual interface of Google News is presented
by Newsmap (http://marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/). Newsmap uses the Tree-
map text visualization algorithm [6] to simultaneously display more information than
Google, at the same time emphasizing the underlying relationships between news sto-
ries. It achieves this by dividing information into quickly recognizable colored bands,
reminiscent of book arrangements in a tightly packed bookstore, with more important
“books” being given more space in the shelf lineup (Fig. 3.7).

3.2.4 TextArc
TextArc [70] presents a simple, yet very powerful way to visualize free-running text
and identify key concepts and relationships between them. Unlike many other attempts
at text visualization, it preserves the sequential order of text by lining up all sentences
anti-clockwise along an elliptical curve, in a very small font. Then, each word from the
text is drawn inside the ellipse, its position being determined by the places it appears in
the text – the more evenly the word is distributed in the text, the more central its position
will be. Figure 3.8 shows the TextArc representation of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Won-
derland (in inverted colors). Besides positioning, words are emphasized by brightness,
depending on their frequency of appearance in the text. Thus, Alice, Rabbit, Queen
and Hatter all clearly stand out, while Gryphon, Caterpillar and Mouse are obviously
episodic characters due to their positioning close to the border.

The demo version of TextArc (http://textarc.org/) offers many possibilities
for manipulation of the generated text representation. Clicking on a word highlights
its connections to the sentences it appears in, while clicking on a sentence emphasizes
all its constituent words in the ellipse. The option to “read” the text, besides being

http://marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/
http://textarc.org/
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Figure 3.8: TextArc rendering of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland (colors inverted)
Slika 3.8: TextArc-ov prikaz „Alise u zemlji čuda“ Luisa Kerola (boje invertovane)

amusing, shows an interesting metaphor of the human reading process: while an arc
travels from word to word within the ellipse, inter-word associations are “fired” for a
brief moment. The visual richness of the tool permits it to be viewed as an artistic piece,
which was officially recognized by grants from art-supporting funds.

Advanced versions of TextArc offer visualization not just of words, but other fea-
tures of text that can be extracted by Statistical Natural Language Processing tech-
niques [59]. This turns TextArc into a potent linguistic tool for the analysis of texts.
Beside Alice in Wonderland, Shakespeare’s Hamlet and the bulk of Project Gutenberg
texts available at textarc.org, Web pages and e-mails occupy the top two spots for
other applications of TextArc [69].

3.3 Web Browsing Assistance

Generally speaking, although many schemes to provide higher-level browsing assis-
tance to the user have been examined (which may or may not employ ML techniques),
practically none of them have caught on within the major Web browser market. Never-
theless, some are already starting to reach the end user in modified form – as parts of
websites instead of browser software – therefore it may be worthwhile to review some
of them: link suggestion and bookmark organization.

http://textarc.org/
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Figure 3.9: Personal WebWatcher structure
Slika 3.9: Struktura Personal WebWatcher-a

3.3.1 Link Suggestion

Personal WebWatcher (PWW) [62] is one of the oldest browsing assistants, developed at
Carnegie Mellon University in the mid-1990s. It observes the behavior (visited pages)
of Web users and suggests which links to follow from the currently viewed Web-page.
This is done by dynamically modifying every visited page, highlighting “interesting”
links with a different font and “watchful” icons.

The structure of the system is outlined in Fig. 3.9. The two main parts are the
proxy server and the learner. The proxy server intercepts the Web pages requested
by the user’s browser, and forwards them to the learner, which builds a model of user’s
interests using binary classification. After the learner is trained with a sufficient number
of examples, the model may be generated and passed to the classifier. The adviser is
then put to work, scanning the original page requested by the user, having the classifier
score the “interestingness” of every hyperlink, and modifying the page with appropriate
highlights. The proxy finally presents the modified page back to the user. Figure 3.10
shows the WebWatcher Project home page with several links marked by the Personal
WebWatcher software.

Although PWW is quite dated, the main principles of its functioning are still well-
founded. Today, “multi-tabbed” browsing presents a problem which was not relevant at
the time PWW was developed. This can be tackled by the same mechanisms used for
topic detection tracking [3], and by building user profiles that are richer in representa-
tions than a simple binary classifier capable of producing real-valued scores.
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Figure 3.10: Personal WebWatcher screenshot
Slika 3.10: Ekran Personal WebWatcher-a
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Link suggestion (i.e. generation) based on a user’s profile established, for instance,
by examining her browsing history, is already an integral part of some online shopping
sites. For example, Amazon (http://amazon.com/) suggests products to view based
on the user’s previously visited products, on the shopping lists of other users (what
products were commonly bought together), and the background product ontology.

3.3.2 Organizing Bookmarks

One of the first proposals for a Machine Learning approach to automatic bookmark or-
ganization was given by Maarek and Ben Shaul [58]. They used a mixture of hierarchi-
cal agglomerative clustering and user-defined categories to implement a non-intrusive
organizer of Netscape bookmarks.

Figure 3.11a shows an example bookmark file from a user who suddenly needed to
add many bookmarks about Java programming to his already established collection of
bookmarks relating to his hobbies. Upon realizing that the linear list of bookmarks was
no longer convenient, the user manually sorted them into two categories, My Hobbies
and Java. Then, by declaring those categories frozen, and letting the organizer do fur-
ther sorting, the Java category was automatically divided into several clusters depicted
in Fig. 3.11b. Three first-level clusters were identified, with the cluster named Out-
liers containing bookmarks that were not found to be sufficiently similar to any other
bookmark. By allowing the user to choose the part of the hierarchy on which to ap-
ply the clustering algorithm, co-existence and compatibility of manual and automatic
classification was achieved.

3.4 E-mail Filtering

Although it is possible, like with bookmarks, to use Machine Learning techniques to
organize e-mail, such schemes have not really caught on with e-mail clients and service
providers. But, the increasingly important issue of protection against spam has been
tackled with automatic classification, proving the Machine Learning approach to be su-
perior to the first simple keyword-based schemes [95]. Nowadays, practically all major
e-mail clients and servers provide some kind of spam filtering powered by Machine
Learning.

One of the specifics of the spamming problem is the antagonist situation – spam
writers are constantly inventing new ways to surpass current protection facilities by
changing the spelling of words (e.g. writing \/I/\GR/\, BuY N()VV, and the like), and
using images instead of text. This calls for the use of “online” classifiers capable of
updating their models with each new example, and optical character recognition (OCR)
techniques. But all this may not be enough since spammers can also employ Machine
Learning techniques to figure out how to get through the filters. Therefore, similar to
computer viruses and virus protection software, this is a game of cat-and-mouse with
no foreseeable conclusion.

http://amazon.com/
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: Bookmark organizer in action, dividing an existing collection of book-
marks about Java (a) into clusters depicted in (b)
Slika 3.11: Organizator bookmark-a u akciji, gde deli postojeću kolekciju bookmark-a
o Javi (a) u klastere prikazane u (b)

3.5 Conclusion

It may not be obvious from the above presentation of Machine Learning applications,
but different kinds of data that can be found on the Web may have inherently differ-
ent properties, which must be considered when choosing the right technique to use.
Web-page excerpts returned by major search engines are generally short, riddled with
transitions between different segments of the original page, and torn out of their con-
text to the extent of even not making much sense on their own. Therefore, meta-search
engines often employ sentence generation using external textual databases to assign
meaningful labels for the derived clusters.

One the other hand, news stories are clear, concise, grammatically correct and writ-
ten by professionals. Usenet newsgroup postings are generally not that “easy,” from
the point of view of Machine Learning, although they are often written by experts in
their respective fields, taking care to express themselves in a clean and easily under-
stood manner. E-mail messages are the worst of the lot, interspersed by abbreviations,
spelling and grammatical errors, and badly written junk mail. In such “difficult” situa-
tions, character n-gram representations may have an advantage over the standard bag-
of-words model (see Section 2.1).

Properties of Web-pages, from the point of view of suitability for Machine Learning,
vary from page to page – from automatically generated well structured HTML code, to
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pages heavily relying on those “features” of HTML which make it difficult of process
and extract information.

For the purposes of reducing the scope of this survey, several possible applications
of ML have been omitted, including Web log mining, concerned with finding patterns
of user behavior which could later be used to reorganize the Web site, dynamically gen-
erate custom pages for each user etc. Also, wrapper induction [51] was left out, which
deals with automatically generating procedures for extracting information from semi-
structured data like HTML documents. Language identification is already an expected
feature of Web search engines and similar services, and can be implemented using text
categorization of character n-grams.

Although the exponential expanse of the Web has died down in the recent years,
the growth rate of the Web is far from negligible, in addition to the fact that the initial
explosion has not been adequately handled. Therefore, the potential for applying Ma-
chine Learning on the Web is all but exhausted, with new research challenges constantly
appearing, and solutions being applied to the benefit of all parties that use the Web for
everyday work, communication, education, doing business, or simply having fun.



Chapter 4

Classification Experiments:
Round One

The initial motivation for the work presented in this chapter lays in the development a
meta-search engine which uses TC to enhance the presentation of search results [77,
78], described in detail in Chapter 6. From the context of this system, we intended to
answer the three questions posed in [63]: (1) what representation to use in documents,
(2) how to deal with the high number of features, and (3) which learning algorithm to
use. This chapter focuses on question one and its interaction with question three, trying
(but not completely succeeding) to avoid question two.

Although the absolute majority of works in TC employ the simple bag-of-words
approach to document representation [32], studies of the impact of its variations on
classification started appearing relatively recently. Leopold and Kindermann [53] ex-
perimented with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with different kernels,
term frequency transformations and lemmatization of German. They found that lemma-
tization usually degraded classification performance, and had the additional downside
of great computational complexity, making SVMs capable of avoiding it altogether.
Similar results were reported for Neural Networks on French [91]. Another study on the
impact of document representation on one-class SVM [99] showed that, with a careful
choice of representation, classification performance can reach 95% of the performance
of SVM trained on both positive and negative examples. Kibriya et al. [45] compared
the performance of SVM and a variant of the Naïve Bayes classifier [82], emphasizing
the importance of term frequency and inverse document frequency transformations (see
Section 4.1.2) for Naïve Bayes. Debole and Sebastiani [21] investigated supervised
learning of feature weights, and found that their replacement of the idf transform can in
some cases lead to significant improvement of classification performance.

This chapter presents an extensive experimental study of bag-of-words document
representations, and their impact on the performance on five classifiers commonly used
for Text Categorization. An unorthodox evaluation methodology is used to measure
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and compare the effects of different transformations of input data on each classifier,
and to determine their mutual relationships with regards to classification performance.
Our primary aim was to use the results as a guideline for the implementation of the
meta-search system. However, many of them ought to be applicable to the general case.

The next section outlines the experimental setup – how datasets were collected,
which document representations were considered, and which classifiers. Section 4.2
presents the results – the representations that were found best, and the effects of and
relationships between different transformations: stemming, normalization, logtf and
idf, together with a discussion on the observed robustness of some classifiers, as well
as datasets, with regards to transforming document representations. The final section
concludes, and gives guidelines for future work.

4.1 The Experimental Setup

The WEKA Machine Learning environment [95] was used to perform all experiments
described in this thesis. The classical measures – accuracy, precision, recall, F1 and F2

(see page 31) – were chosen to evaluate the performance of classifiers on many vari-
ants of the bag-of-words representation of documents (i.e. short Web-page descriptions)
taken from the dmoz Open Directory. The F2 measure, which gives emphasis to recall
over precision, is included for reasons similar to those in [62], where false positives
are preferred to false negatives. What this means for categorization of search results
is that it is preferred to overpopulate categories to a certain extent, over leaving results
unclassified. Classification time and training time are also important factors, since the
system needs to be running on a Web server classifying hundreds, possibly thousands
of documents in real-time, and needs to be trained beforehand with as many examples
as possible from the huge dmoz taxonomy.

4.1.1 Datasets

A total of eleven datasets, one for each chosen top-level category, were extracted from
the dmoz collection dated July 2, 2005. The examples are either positive – taken from
the corresponding category, or negative – distributed over all other categories, making
this a binary classification problem. As initial tests showed that many classifiers im-
plemented in WEKA had difficulties dealing with imbalanced class distributions, we
kept the positive-negative ratio around 50–50. This is also justified by our preference
of false positives to false negatives.

Since the dmoz hierarchy is very large (the content occupies over 2Gb of RDF
data), we wrote a custom tool dmoz2arff which extracts examples from the dmoz RDF
data in one pass, and offers basic facilities for selection of categories and examples,
moving examples to higher levels, stopword elimination (with the standard stopword list
from [85]), and stemming [72]. Table 4.1 summarizes the extracted datasets, showing
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Dataset / Features Examples
Category Not stem. Stemmed Total Pos. Neg.
Arts 3811 3142 626 300 326
Business 4248 3444 655 317 338
Computers 4293 3479 700 336 364
Games 4276 3551 764 382 382
Health 4460 3617 766 380 386
Home 4425 3583 765 374 391
Recreation 4389 3564 735 365 370
Science 4695 3792 754 379 375
Shopping 4470 3633 729 361 368
Society 4164 3402 675 344 331
Sports 4094 3391 753 380 373

Table 4.1: Extracted datasets
Tabela 4.1: Izdvojeni podaci

the number of features (including the class feature) before and after stemming, the total
number of examples, and the number of positive and negative ones.

When constructing the datasets and choosing the number of examples, care was
taken to keep the number of features below 5000, for two reasons. The first reason was
to give all classifiers an equal chance, because some of them are known not to be able
to handle more than a couple of thousand features, and to do this without using some
explicit form of feature selection (basically, to avoid question two from the beginning
of the chapter). The second reason was the feasibility of running the experiments with
the C4.5 classifier, due to its long training time. However, results from Section 4.2.4
(regarding the idf transform) prompted us to utilize the simple dimensionality reduc-
tion method based on term frequencies (TFDR), eliminating features representing the
least frequent terms, at the same time keeping the number of features at around 1000.
Therefore, two bundles of datasets were generated, one with and one without TFDR.

4.1.2 Document Representations

The bag-of-words representation, together with all its transformations described in Sec-
tion 2.1.1, was used in the experiments. For notational convenience, the abbreviations
denoting each transform were appended to the names of datasets, so, for instance, Arts-
norm-tf refers to the normalized term frequency representation of the Arts dataset.

All meaningful combinations of the transformations, along with stemming (m),
add up to 20 different variations of document representations, summarized in Table 4.2.
This accounts for a total of 11 · 20 · 2 = 440 different datasets for the experiments.
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Not stemmed Stemmed
Not normalized Normalized Not normalized Normalized
01 m-01
idf m-idf
tf norm-tf m-tf m-norm-tf
logtf norm-logtf m-logtf m-norm-logtf
tfidf norm-tfidf m-tfidf m-norm-tfidf
logtfidf norm-logtfidf m-logtfidf m-norm-logtfidf

Table 4.2: Document representations
Tabela 4.2: Reprezentacije dokumenata

4.1.3 Classifiers

Five classifiers implemented in WEKA are used in this study: ComplementNaive-
Bayes (CNB), SMO, VotedPerceptron (VP), IBk, and J48.

CNB [82, 45] (page 37) is an improved version of the NaiveBayesMultinomial clas-
sifier [60], optimized for application on text. Initial tests showed that CNB consistently
outperforms its predecessor on our datasets, although not at a statistically significant
level (p = 0.05). SMO [71, 44] (page 36) is an implementation of Platt’s Sequen-
tial Minimal Optimization algorithm for training SVMs. VP was first introduced by
Freund and Schapire [29] (page 35), and shown to be a simple, yet effective classifier
for high-dimensional data. IBk is a variation of the classical k-Nearest Neighbor algo-
rithm [2] (page 39), and J48 is based on revision 8 of the C4.5 Decision Tree learner [74]
(page 39).

All classifiers were run using their default parameters, with the exception of SMO,
where the option not to normalize training data was chosen. IBk performed rather er-
ratically during initial testing, with performance varying greatly with different datasets,
choices of k and distance weighing, so in the end we kept k = 1 as it proved most stable.
We were unable to reproduce the state-of-the-art performance achieved elsewhere [88],
but report the results anyway, as some of them may still prove valuable. Not until the
late phases of experimentation did we realize that the Euclidian distance measure tends
to deform with high numbers of features [10, 1] (Section 2.1.2). Therefore, the bad
performance of IBk may be treated as an experimental verification of this fact in the
context of classification.

Although SVMs are generally considered the best classifier for text (especially
when accuracy is concerned), much may depend on the properties of the dataset (as was
effectively demonstrated by Gabrilovich and Markovitch [32]), the evaluation measure
that is considered important (we are placing an emphasis on the less commonly used
F2), and the final application of the classifier. For these reasons, all mentioned classi-
fiers were included and equally treated in the experiments.
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CNB SMO VP IBk J48
m-norm-tf m-norm-logtf m-logtf m-norm-logtf m-logtf

Accuracy 41 1 1 37 15 2 119 40 40
Precision 45 1 20 6 29 12 11 −6 −5

Recall 4 1 −4 68 0 0 67 56 57
F1 28 1 0 47 7 0 120 59 52
F2 9 0 −3 71 0 0 78 63 57

Total 127 4 14 229 51 14 395 212 201

Table 4.3: Wins–losses values of best document representations for each
classifier, on datasets without (left columns) and with dimensionality re-
duction
Tabela 4.3: Wins–losses vrednosti najboljih reprezentacija dokumenata
za svaki klasifikator, na podacima bez (leve kolone) i sa redukcijom broja
dimenzija

4.2 Results

A separate WEKA experiment was run for every classifier with the 20 document repre-
sentation datasets, for each of the 11 major categories. Results of all evaluation mea-
sures were averaged over five runs of 4-fold cross-validation, following the footsteps
of [28, 32]. Measures were compared between datasets using the corrected resampled
t-test [64] implemented in WEKA, at p = 0.05, and the number of statistically signifi-
cant wins and losses of each document representation added up for every classifier over
the 11 categories.

For the sake of future experiments and the implementation of the meta-search sys-
tem, best representations for each classifier were chosen, based on wins–losses values
summed-up over all datasets. The declared best representations were not winners for
all 11 categories, but showed best performance overall. For VP and J48 the choice was
simple: m-logtf appeared among the winners both before and after TFDR. Since TFDR
broke the performance of IBk, m-norm-logtf was declared best in that department, for
it was the winner before TFDR. As for CNB, m-norm-tf was best before TFDR, while
idf was best after, but by a much smaller margin, therefore m-norm-tf was chosen. For
SMO, the situation was opposite with regards to the idf transform: m-norm-tfidf was
the winner before TFDR, and m-norm-logtf after, by a bigger margin, so m-norm-logtf
was considered best. Section 4.2.4 explains in more detail the reasons we decided to
stay away from the idf transform, and Chapter 5 presents a thorough study on its impact
on feature selection and classification.

Table 4.3 shows the wins–losses values of the declared best document representa-
tions for each classifier, before and after TFDR. Binary representations were practically
never among the best, for all datasets, confirming the widespread agreement on the need
for tf-based document representations.
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CNB SMO VP IBk J48
Accuracy 82.56 (5.26) 83.19 (1.67) 78.38 (5.12) 74.93 (21.96) 71.77 (3.64)
Precision 81.24 (8.66) 85.67 (3.86) 80.45 (7.85) 71.32 (14.32) 90.24 (1.60)

Recall 83.91 (1.81) 78.93 (3.80) 74.06 (0.96) 81.66 (45.20) 47.59 (10.59)
F1 82.48 (3.64) 82.07 (2.17) 77.02 (4.23) 76.07 (33.90) 62.12 (9.09)
F2 83.31 (2.19) 80.14 (3.30) 75.20 (2.16) 79.31 (39.72) 52.48 (10.41)

Table 4.4: Performance of classification (in %) using the best document
representations on the Home dataset, without dimensionality reduction,
together with improvements over the worst representations (statistically
significant ones are in boldface)
Tabela 4.4: Performanse klasifikacije (u procentima) sa najboljim repre-
zentacijama dokumenata na Home podacima, pre redukcije broja dimenzi-
ja, zajedno sa poboljšanjima u odnosu na najgore reprezentacije (statistički
značajna poboljšanja su označena bold-om)

For illustrating the impact of document representations on classification, Tables 4.4
and 4.5 summarize the performance of classifiers on the best representations, and the
improvements over the worst ones, on the Home dataset, before and after TFDR, re-
spectively. Note that the emphasis of the work described in this chapter is not on fine-
tuning the performance of classifiers, even using document representations, as much as
it is on determining the impacts and relationships between different transforms (stem-
ming, normalization, logtf, idf) and dimensionality reduction, with regards to each clas-
sifier. This is the prevailing subject of the remainder of this section.

4.2.1 Effects of Stemming
The effects of stemming on classification performance were measured by adding-up
the wins–losses values for stemmed and nonstemmed datasets, and examining their
difference, depicted graphically in Fig. 4.1. It can be seen that stemming improves
almost all evaluation measures, both before and after TFDR. After TFDR, the effect
of stemming is generally not as strong, which is understandable because its impact
as a dimensionality reduction method is reduced. CNB is then practically unaffected,
only SMO exhibits an increased tendency towards being improved. Overall, J48 is
especially sensitive to stemming, which can be explained by its merging of words into
more discriminative features, suiting the algorithm’s feature selection method when
constructing the Decision Tree.

To investigate the relationships between stemming and other transformations, a
chart was generated for each transformation, measuring the effect of stemming on rep-
resentations with and without the transformation applied. Figure 4.2 shows the effect
of stemming on non-normalized and normalized data, without TFDR. It can be noted
that normalized representations are affected by stemming more strongly (for the better).
The same holds with TFDR applied (charts not shown).
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CNB SMO VP J48
Accuracy 85.86 (1.12) 82.80 (4.60) 79.29 (4.18) 71.49 (3.15)
Precision 86.48 (1.78) 83.77 (4.79) 81.10 (6.40) 90.21 (1.48)

Recall 84.39 (1.07) 80.64 (5.72) 75.45 (2.24) 47.43 (9.84)
F1 85.35 (1.04) 82.07 (4.88) 78.08 (3.57) 61.98 (8.40)
F2 84.75 (0.67) 81.19 (4.96) 76.46 (2.24) 52.33 (9.66)

Table 4.5: Performance of classification (in %) using the best document
representations on the Home dataset, with dimensionality reduction, to-
gether with improvements over the worst representations (statistically sig-
nificant ones are in boldface)
Tabela 4.5: Performanse klasifikacije (u procentima) sa najboljim repre-
zentacijama dokumenata na Home podacima, posle redukcije broja di-
menzija, zajedno sa poboljšanjima u odnosu na najgore reprezentacije (sta-
tistički značajna poboljšanja su označena bold-om)
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Figure 4.1: Effects of stemming before (a) and after dimensionality reduction (b)
Slika 4.1: Efekti stemming-a pre (a) i posle redukcije broja dimenzija (b)
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Figure 4.2: Effects of stemming on non-normalized (a) and normalized
data (b), without dimensionality reduction
Slika 4.2: Efekti stemming-a na ne-normalizovanim (a) i normalizovanim
podacima (b), bez redukcije broja dimenzija
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Figure 4.3: Effects of stemming on data without (a) and with the idf trans-
form applied to tf (b), with dimensionality reduction
Slika 4.3: Efekti stemming-a na podacima bez (a) i sa idf transformacijom
primenjenom na tf (b), pre redukcije broja dimenzija

The logtf transform exhibited no influence on the impact of stemming, regardless
of TFDR. The corresponding charts are only scaled-down versions of Fig. 4.1.

Applying the idf transform to tf, without TFDR, made no difference in stemming
performance, except for greater improvements on IBk. After TFDR the situation was a
little different: application of idf led to a drop in the effect on accuracy and precision of
CNB, and to a rise of the accuracy of SMO (Fig. 4.3).

The above analysis confirms the common view of stemming as a method for im-
proving classification performance for English. However, this may not be the case for
other languages, for instance German [53] and French [91].

4.2.2 Effects of Normalization
The chart in Fig. 4.4 shows that normalization tends to improve classification perfor-
mance in a majority of cases. Without TFDR, VP was virtually unaffected, CNB and
SMO were improved on all counts but recall (and consequently F2), while the biggest
improvement was on IBk, which was anticipated since normalization assisted the com-
parison of document vectors. J48 was the only classifier whose performance worsened
with normalization. Apparently, J48 found it tougher to find appropriate numeric inter-
vals within the normalized weights, for branching the decision tree. After TFDR, CNB
joined VP in its insensitivity, while SMO witnessed a big boost in performance when
data was normalized.

No significant interaction between normalization and stemming was revealed, only
that stemmed J48 was more strongly worsened by normalization. It seems that normal-
ization misleads J48 from the discriminative features introduced by stemming.

Normalization and the logtf transform exhibited no notable relationship, while with
idf transformed data, normalization had stronger influence on classification. After di-
mensionality reduction, this tendency was especially noticeable with the improvement
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Figure 4.4: Effects of normalization before (a) and after dimensionality re-
duction (b)
Slika 4.4: Efekti normalizacije pre (a) i posle redukcije broja dimenzija (b)
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Figure 4.5: Effects of normalization on data without (a) and with the idf
transform applied to tf (b), with dimensionality reduction
Slika 4.5: Efekti normalizacije na podacima bez (a) i sa idf transformaci-
jom primenjenom na tf (b), pre redukcije broja dimenzija

of the precision of SMO (Fig. 4.5). This can be explained by the fact that idf severely
worsens the performance of SMO after TFDR (see Section 4.2.4), and normalization
compensated somewhat for this. This compensating effect of one transform on the
performance degrading influences of another was found to be quite common in the ex-
periments.

It is important to emphasize that the datasets used in these experiments consist of
short documents, and therefore normalization does not have as strong an impact as it
would have if the differences in document lengths were more drastic. For this reason,
the conclusions above may not hold for the general case, for which a further, more
comprehensive study is needed.
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Figure 4.6: Effects of the logtf transform before (a) and after dimensionality re-
duction (b)
Slika 4.6: Efekti logtf transformacije pre (a) i posle redukcije broja dimenzija (b)
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Figure 4.7: Effects of the logtf transform on data without (a) and with the
idf transform applied to tf (b), without dimensionality reduction
Slika 4.7: Efekti logtf transformacije na podacima bez (a) i sa idf trans-
formacijom primenjenom na tf (b), pre redukcije broja dimenzija

4.2.3 Effects of the logtf Transform

As can be seen in Fig. 4.6, the logtf transform causes mostly mild improvements of
classification. After TFDR, improvements are greater on SMO, while the impact on
other classifiers is weaker.

Figure 4.7 shows that logtf has a much better impact on CNB when idf is also ap-
plied, without TFDR. This is similar to the compensating effect of normalization on idf
with the SMO classifier from the previous section. Relations change quite dramatically
when TFDR is applied (Fig. 4.8), but the effect on SMO is again analogous to the pre-
vious section. The improvements on CNB are especially significant, meaning that logtf
and idf work together on improving classification performance.

Before TFDR, the interaction of logtf and normalization varied across classifiers:
logtf improved CNB and IBk on normalized data, while the others were improved with-
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Figure 4.8: Effects of the logtf transform on data without (a) and with the
idf transform applied to tf (b), with dimensionality reduction
Slika 4.8: Efekti logtf transformacije na podacima bez (a) i sa idf trans-
formacijom primenjenom na tf (b), posle redukcije broja dimenzija
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Figure 4.9: Effects of idf applied to tf before (a) and after dimensionality reduction (b)
Slika 4.9: Efekti idf-a primenjenog na tf pre (a) i posle redukcije broja dimenzija (b)

out normalization. After TFDR, the chart looks very much like the left-right reverse of
Fig. 4.8 – with logtf having a weaker positive effect on normalized data, especially for
CNB and SMO, which were already improved by normalization.

Understandably, the logtf transform has a stronger positive impact on nonstemmed
data, regardless of dimensionality reduction, with the exception of VP which exhibited
no variations. This is in line with the witnessed improvements that stemming introduces
on its own, and the already noted compensation phenomenon.

4.2.4 Effects of the idf Transform
Applying the idf transform on data turned out to have the richest repertoire of effects,
from significant improvement, to severe degradation of classification performance. Fig-
ure 4.9a illustrates how idf drags down the performance of all classifiers except SMO,
without TFDR. It was for this reason we introduced TFDR in the first place, being
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Figure 4.10: Effects of idf applied to tf on non-normalized (a) and nor-
malized data (b), without dimensionality reduction
Slika 4.10: Efekti idf-a primenjenog na tf, na ne-normalizovanim (a) i
normalizovanim podacima (b), pre redukcije broja dimenzija

aware that our data had many features which were present in only a few documents. We
expected idf to improve, or at least degrade to a lesser extent the performance of clas-
sification. That did happen, as Fig. 4.9b shows, for all classifiers except SMO, whose
performance drastically degraded! The simple idf document representation rose from
being one of the worst, to one of the best representations of documents, for all classifiers
but SMO.

No significant correlation was detected by applying idf on stemmed and nonstem-
med data, however plenty of different effects were noticeable with regards to normal-
ization. Without TFDR (Fig. 4.10), a stronger worsening effect on non-normalized data
was exhibited with CNB, VP and IBk, while for SMO normalization dampened idf’s
improvement of recall, but overturned the degradation of accuracy and precision. With
TFDR, the picture is quite different (Fig. 4.11): normalization improved the effects
on CNB and VP, with SMO witnessing a partial improvement on precision, while J48
remained virtually intact.

The impact of idf on (non-)logtfed datasets showed no big differences – trends
remained the same as in Fig. 4.9, perhaps a little stronger with logtf applied.

The above analysis shows that one needs to be careful when including the idf trans-
form in the representation of documents. Removing infrequent features is an important
prerequisite to its application, since idf assigns them often unrealistic importance, but
that may not be enough, as was proved by the severe degradation of SMO’s perfor-
mance.

4.2.5 Robustness

An interesting phenomenon observed in the experiments is the apparent insensitivity of
some classifiers to document representations, which we will refer to as robustness. The
Total row of Table 4.3 provides a hint, with the winning representation for VP showing
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Figure 4.11: Effects of idf applied to tf on non-normalized (a) and nor-
malized data (b), with dimensionality reduction
Slika 4.11: Efekti idf-a primenjenog na tf, na ne-normalizovanim (a) i
normalizovanim podacima (b), posle redukcije broja dimenzija

the lowest number of wins–losses overall, especially with regards to recall and F2, as
did CNB with, and SMO without TFDR (although the representations were not exactly
optimal for those cases). A better indicator is the summed-up number of wins (the num-
ber of losses is the same) for each classifier, over all datasets, document representations
and evaluation measures, shown in the Total row of Table 4.6, which confirms the above
observation. When examining the partial sums for each evaluation measure (the Total
column), precision shows the lowest variation with regards to document representation.
However, every classifier exhibits its lowest sensitivity at different measures: CNB and
VP at recall and F2, SMO at accuracy and F1, IBk and J48 at precision. This corre-
lates with the lowest improvement rates exemplified on the Home dataset in Tables 4.4
and 4.5.

Robustness regarding document representations was also observed on datasets. For
example, the total number of wins for all document representations, over all classifiers
and measures, for the Computers dataset is 167, while for Games the number is 1101
(before TFDR; after TFDR the numbers are almost the same). This may be due to a
presence of more discriminating features in the Computers dataset, or a combination of
that and other factors, and calls for a further investigation towards developing a simple,
theoretical criteria for determining the robustness and, going further, a best document
representation for a particular dataset.

4.2.6 Training and Classification Speed

Since the experiments were performed on different computers and under different cir-
cumstances within one computer (i.e. processes running in the background), no exact
empirical quantification of the speed of different classifiers can be given. Nevertheless,
our general impressions of both training and classification speeds agree with wide-
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CNB SMO VP IBk J48 Total
Accuracy 265 23 46 277 67 9 1155 336 321 1869 1785
Precision 355 79 262 465 124 34 494 64 56 1299 1128

Recall 121 5 234 626 0 0 929 468 486 1752 2046
F1 178 14 35 297 21 2 1140 477 437 1851 1890
F2 83 2 152 535 2 0 837 568 489 1642 1863

Total 1002 123 729 2200 214 45 4555 1913 1789 8413 8712

Table 4.6: Total number of wins (=losses) of all document representa-
tions, for each classifier and evaluation measure, on datasets without (left
columns) and with TFDR. The right Total column includes the left IBk
column in the sum, to enable comparison of the number of wins without
and with TFDR
Tabela 4.6: Ukupan broj wins (=losses) svih reprezentacija dokume-
nata, za svaki klasifikator i meru, na podacima pre (leve kolone) i posle
TFDR. Desna „Total“ kolona uključuje levu „IBk“ kolonu u sumi, da bi se
omogućilo pored̄enje broja wins pre i posle TFDR

spread opinions. In the following characterization the operator > will be used to denote
the relation “faster than,” and À for “an order of magnitude faster than.”

For training speed, the observed relations are:

CNB, IBkÀ VP > SMOÀ J48 .

Classification speed yields somewhat different relations:

CNB, J48À SMO > VPÀ IBk .

It can be seen that CNB is among the best at both speeds, while IBk and J48 occupy op-
posite extremes, which is understandable considering the principles of their functioning
described in Section 2.2.4.

4.3 Conclusion
By using transformations in bag-of-words document representations there is, essen-
tially, no new information added to a dataset which is not already there (except for the
transition from 01 to tf representations). The general-purpose classification algorithms,
however, are unable to derive such information without assistance, which is understand-
able because they are not aware of the exact nature of the data being processed. It is
therefore expected of transforms to have a significant effect on classification perfor-
mance, which was experimentally demonstrated at the beginning of Section 4.2. The
fact that this issue is simply ignored by many studies and applications of text classifica-
tion is somewhat striking.
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Besides helping to determine a best representation for each classifier, the experi-
ments revealed the individual effects of transforms on different evaluation measures of
classification performance, and some of their relationships. Stemming generally im-
proved classification, partly because of its role as a dimensionality reduction method.
It had an exceptionally strong improving impact on J48, which can be explained by
its merging of words into more discriminative features, suiting the algorithm’s feature
selection method when constructing the decision tree. Normalization enhanced CNB,
SMO and especially IBk, leaving VP practically unaffected and worsening the perfor-
mance of J48. Although dmoz data consists of short documents, normalization did
have a significant impact, but no definite conclusions can be drawn for the general case.
The logtf transform had mostly a mild improving impact, except on SMO after TFDR,
which exhibited stronger improvement. SMO is known to work well with small nu-
meric values, which explains its sensitivity to normalization and logtf. The situation
with idf was trickier, with the effects depending strongly on dimensionality reduction
for CNB and SMO, but in opposite directions: CNB was degraded by idf before, and
improved after TFDR; for SMO it was vice versa.

The most common form of relationship between transforms that was noticed were
the compensating effects of one transform on the performance degrading impact of an-
other (e.g. normalization with idf on SMO, logtf with idf on CNB and SMO). The logtf
and idf transforms seemed to work together on improving CNB after TFDR. The im-
pact of idf on normalization was most complex, with great variation in the effects on
different evaluation measures. Note that the method for determining relations between
transforms appeared not to be commutative – for instance, the effects of normalization
on idf transformed data and of idf on normalized data are not the same. Some relation-
ships can be missed when looking only one way.

The comments above refer to the general case of performance measuring. Some
transforms (especially idf) may improve one measure, at the same time degrading an-
other. Often, the preferred evaluation measure, chosen with the application of the clas-
sifier in mind, will need to be monitored when applying the presented results. In our
case, for applying classification to search results, the F2 measure is most important.

Robustness regarding document representations, which applies both to classifiers
and datasets, is an interesting area for further theoretical investigations – exploring
possibilities for developing simple tests for determining the robustness, interactions
with particular transformations and, ultimately, a best document representation for a
particular classifier and/or dataset, without extensive experimentation. Such tests may
be useful in situations where detailed fine-tuning of document representations is not
feasible.

The main difficulty with comprehensive Text Categorization experiments is sheer
size. Roughly speaking, factors such as datasets, document representations, dimension-
ality reduction methods, reduction rates, classifiers, and evaluation measures, all have
their counts multiplied, leading to a combinatorial explosion which is hard to handle.
We tackled this problem by excluding detailed experimentation with dimensionality
reduction, and using dmoz as the only source of data. Therefore, no definite truths,
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but only pointers can be derived from the described experience. A more comprehen-
sive experiment, featuring other common corpora (see page 32), longer documents, and
dimensionality reduction methods is called for to shed more light on the impacts and
relationships of all the above mentioned factors.

In the next phase, however, we have conducted experiments with feature selection
methods on dmoz data, with the document representations that were determined best
for each classifier, before applying the winning combination to categorization of search
results. Experiences with this batch of experiments are the subject of the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Classification Experiments:
Round Two

The primary motivation for the work that will be presented in this chapter is to deter-
mine the best feature selection method, reduction rate, and classifier, in the context of
dmoz Open Directory Web-page descriptions. The winning combination is later to be
used for classification of search results by the system presented in Chapter 6.

Many studies in Text Categorization analyzed the interactions between feature se-
lection methods, reduction rates, and classifiers, on a great variety of corpora. How-
ever, many of them completely neglected the issue of document representation, fixing
one particular representation and deriving general conclusions from performed experi-
ments. In this study, different document representations will be used – each classifier
will be trained and tested employing the document representation that was found most
suitable in the previous chapter.

Chapter 4 also demonstrated that there can be statistically significant differences
between document representations for every considered classifier with at least one of
the standard performance measures, and that feature selection can alter those differ-
ences, sometimes beyond recognition. The emphasis of that study, however, was on
determining the relationships between different transformations of the bag-of-words
representation, including stemming, normalization of weights, tf, idf and logtf, i.e. on
determining their behavior when used in meaningful combinations.

Figure 5.1 (reproducing Fig. 4.9 for convenience) depicts the experimentally mea-
sured effect of the idf transform, when included in the document representation. The
charts show the difference between the added up wins–losses values of representations
including and not including idf. Figure 5.1a depicts the wins–losses differences with-
out any kind of dimensionality reduction, while Fig. 5.1b shows the values when only
around 1000 most frequent features are retained. There is a clear discrepancy between
the effects of idf on CNB and SMO: while it degrades the performance of CNB and im-
proves SMO without dimensionality reduction, with dimensionality reduction the result
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Figure 5.1: Effects of idf applied to tf before (a) and after dimensionality reduction (b)
Slika 5.1: Efekti idf-a primenjenog na tf pre (a) i posle redukcije broja dimenzija (b)

was completely opposite! This struck us as counterintuitive – discarding least frequent
features meant discarding features with a high idf score, which should either have im-
proved or degraded classification performance, but not both. Improvement would have
happened in case the less frequent features were not discriminative (correlated with the
class feature) and idf was giving them unrealistically high weight, while degradation
would have taken place if such features were highly discriminative (this depending on
the actual datasets). Thus an interesting question was raised: do CNB and SMO func-
tion at such different levels that they were able to capture completely different notions
of feature frequencies and weights?

Together with rankings of feature selection methods and reduction rates, described
in Section 5.2.1, Section 5.2.2 of this chapter will present a study motivated by the
above dilemma, which concentrates on the effect that the idf transform produces on
several commonly used feature selection methods. Besides considering more methods,
both studies will take into account a much wider array of reduction rates than the study
described in the previous chapter. Since the datasets used in that study were rather
small in order to avoid issues of dimensionality reduction, this study will use bigger,
more realistic datasets also extracted from the dmoz taxonomy.

The next section introduces the experimental setup: used datasets, document rep-
resentations, feature selection methods and classifiers. Section 5.2 describes the most
interesting findings about the rankings of FS methods, and the interactions between the
idf transform, feature selection methods, and reduction rates. The last section gives
some concluding remarks and guidelines for possible future work.

5.1 The Experimental Setup

As in Chapter 4, the WEKA Machine Learning environment [95] was used as a platform
for performing all experiments. Classification performance was measured by the same
standard metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, F1 and F2.
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Dataset Features Examples
Total Pos. Neg.

Arts 14144 6261 3002 3259
Computers 15152 7064 3390 3674
Sports 14784 7694 3881 3813
Arts/Music 13968 8038 4069 3969
Games/Roleplaying 12530 8948 4574 4374
Science/Physics 10558 4973 2519 2454

Table 5.1: Extracted datasets
Tabela 5.1: Izdvojeni podaci

5.1.1 Datasets

Initially in Chapter 4, we restricted the domain of experimentation to 11 top level cat-
egories of dmoz which were considered suitable for the task of sorting search results,
namely Arts, Business, Computers, Games, Health, Home, Recreation, Science, Shop-
ping, Society and Sports. For the purposes of this study, six two-class datasets, summa-
rized in Table 5.1, were extracted from the dmoz data. The table shows the number of
features (not including the class feature) of each dataset, the total number of examples
(documents), and the number of positive and negative ones. Every dataset corresponds
to one dmoz topic from which positive examples are taken, while the negative ones are
chosen in a stratified fashion from all other topics at the same level of the hierarchy,
within a common parent topic. Thus, for each of the chosen first-level categories (Arts,
Computers, Sports) the negative examples are extracted from all leftover dmoz data,
while for the second-level topics (Music, Roleplaying, Physics) negative examples are
restricted to their first-level parents (Arts, Games, and Science, respectively). As be-
fore, all texts were preprocessed by eliminating stopwords using the standard stopword
list from [85]. Since best document representations that were determined in Chapter 4
all included stemming, the Porter Stemmer [72] was applied to every dataset.

5.1.2 Document Representations

For each dataset, the variations of the bag-of-words representation which were con-
sidered best for at least one classifier were generated – m-norm-tf, m-norm-logtf and
m-logtf. Also, in order to study the interaction between the idf transform and feature
selection (Section 5.2.2), m-norm-tfidf was added to the equation.

5.1.3 Feature Selection

The examined feature selection methods are more-less well known and widely used in
TC: chi-square (CHI), information gain (IG), gain ratio (GR), ReliefF (RF) and sym-
metrical uncertainty (SU), and were all described in Section 2.1.5.
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In the experiments, the performance of classification was measured on datasets con-
sisting of the top 100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, 7000 and 10000 features selected by each
method, and on datasets with all features. The simple feature selection method from
our previous study in Chapter 4, TFDR, which discards least frequent features, was
not used. The reason was simple – it was difficult to follow the same reduction rates
on different datasets without randomly discarding features with same frequencies of
appearance, which would have compromised the validity of any reached conclusion.

5.1.4 Classifiers
The same classifiers implemented in WEKA that were used in Chapter 4 were employed
in this study: ComplementNaiveBayes (CNB), SMO, VotedPerceptron (VP), IBk and
J48 (see Section 4.1.3).

As in Chapter 4, experiments were carried out on each dataset with a particular docu-
ment representation, FS method and number of features, and classifier, in five runs of
4-fold cross-validation. Due to the slow training time of J48, its results were generated
only for datasets consisting of 100, 500 and 1000 features. Values of evaluation mea-
sures were again compared using the corrected resampled t-test [64] implemented in
WEKA, at p = 0.05, and averaged over runs and folds for further reporting.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Rankings of Feature Selection Methods and Reduction Rates
Table 5.2 shows the top five combinations of feature selection methods and reduction
rates measured by accuracy, precision, recall, F1 and F2, respectively. The wins–losses
(WL) values are summed-up over all datasets, while the actual values of performance
measures are averaged. Note that the tables are sorted in order of wins–losses, which
does not necessarily correspond to the averaged measure values. We chose wins–losses
as the primary indicator of performance because it already dominates all discussion of
the experimental results presented in this thesis.

It can be seen from the tables that different classifiers are best performers when
different measures are considered. CNB and SMO are best at accuracy and the F1

measure, VP and IBk are ahead of the field in precision, and CNB alone is the clear
winner at F2, and especially recall, with the staggering 98.2% for GR at 100 selected
features.

Also, it is evident that some measures produce rankings that are not very different
from one another. Tables for F1 and F2 give quite similar rankings, which may have
been expected, but so do accuracy and F1, indicating that these measures have some
traits in common.

Considering feature selection methods, the tables indicate that CHI, IG and SU tend
to “stick together,” with similar performance at same reduction rates, while GR some-
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CNB SMO VP IBk J48
m-norm-tf m-norm-logtf m-logtf m-norm-logtf m-logtf

FS WL acc. FS WL acc. FS WL acc. FS WL acc. FS WL acc.
all 133 89.4 chi1000 169 90.1 chi1000 144 88.6 gr500 203 84.4 chi500 34 83.3
chi10000 113 89.2 ig1000 168 90.1 su1000 140 88.6 su100 172 80.5 su500 33 83.4
ig10000 113 89.1 su1000 167 90.1 ig1000 134 88.5 gr100 171 81.2 ig500 33 83.3
gr10000 112 89.1 gr1000 161 90.0 su500 117 88.2 ig100 166 79.8 ig1000 31 83.3
ig3000 93 88.9 gr3000 129 89.6 su3000 116 88.2 chi100 153 79.1 su1000 31 83.3

FS WL pr. FS WL pr. FS WL pr. FS WL pr. FS WL pr.
ig7000 158 88.9 ig1000 122 92.2 gr500 203 93.6 ig7000 146 94.2 gr500 50 87.7
su7000 158 88.9 su1000 120 92.2 gr1000 179 91.1 su7000 146 94.2 gr1000 48 89.0
chi7000 158 88.9 gr1000 120 92.2 gr100 130 89.9 gr7000 146 94.2 gr100 47 87.8
gr7000 157 88.9 chi1000 118 92.2 chi1000 70 89.4 chi7000 146 94.2 su100 7 87.1
ig5000 148 88.7 gr500 90 90.4 ig1000 68 89.4 gr100 93 89.4 ig100 2 86.9

FS WL re. FS WL re. FS WL re. FS WL re. FS WL re.
gr100 209 98.2 all 167 88.0 su1000 98 87.4 gr500 191 80.9 su500 33 78.8
gr500 187 95.9 chi1000 133 87.3 chi1000 97 87.4 su100 155 74.4 ig1000 32 78.8
all 134 92.7 ig1000 131 87.3 ig1000 92 87.3 ig100 153 74.1 su1000 32 78.8
gr1000 117 92.6 gr1000 131 87.2 su3000 86 87.0 chi100 138 73.6 chi500 32 78.8
su1000 117 92.6 su1000 130 87.3 ig3000 86 86.9 su500 126 72.9 ig500 31 78.8

FS WL F1 FS WL F1 FS WL F1 FS WL F1 FS WL F1

all 162 89.6 chi1000 169 89.7 su1000 145 88.4 gr500 204 83.6 su500 38 82.4
chi10000 121 89.2 gr1000 166 89.6 chi1000 144 88.4 su100 175 79.1 ig500 37 82.4
gr10000 121 89.2 ig1000 164 89.7 ig1000 135 88.3 ig100 168 78.7 chi500 35 82.4
ig10000 120 89.2 su1000 163 89.7 su500 117 88.0 gr100 163 79.0 su1000 35 82.3
su10000 120 89.2 gr3000 129 89.2 su3000 114 88.0 chi100 156 78.3 ig1000 34 82.3

FS WL F2 FS WL F2 FS WL F2 FS WL F2 FS WL F2

all 171 91.4 chi1000 153 88.2 chi1000 138 87.8 gr500 194 81.9 su500 35 80.2
gr1000 157 91.2 all 147 88.2 su1000 122 87.8 su100 162 76.2 ig500 34 80.2
su1000 148 91.1 ig1000 143 88.2 ig1000 120 87.7 ig100 154 75.9 chi500 34 80.2
ig1000 148 91.1 su1000 143 88.2 su500 95 87.3 chi100 140 75.4 ig1000 33 80.2
chi1000 148 91.1 gr1000 141 88.2 su3000 93 87.4 su500 131 74.6 su1000 33 80.2

Table 5.2: Top five feature selection methods and reduction rates, by ac-
curacy, precision, recall, F1 and F2 wins–losses (WL), for each classifier
with its “best” document representation
Tabela 5.2: Pet najboljih metoda odabira atributa i stepena redukcije, za
accuracy, precision, recall, F1 i F2 wins–losses (WL), za svaki klasifikator
sa njegovom „najboljom“ reprezentacijom dokumenata
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times “breaks away” from the pack, although it is based on the same theoretical grounds
as IG and SU. RF proved to be a complete failure, in all probability not because of any
shortcoming as a feature selection algorithm, or unsuitability for use in textual domains.
It was a consequence of WEKA’s implementation using the Euclidian measure when
calculating document vector distances for determining nearest neighbors. Therefore,
the bad performance of RF may again be treated as an experimental verification of the
fact that the Euclidian distance measure deforms with high numbers of features (see
Section 4.1.3), this time in the context of feature selection.

It is interesting to note that CNB performs exceptionally well with no feature selec-
tion at F1 and F2, although the performance with “all” features was not near the best at
precision, and was also trailing slightly at recall. This verifies that the F-measures do
indeed reward balanced performance.

The high recall for CNB at only 100 features can be explained by our later observa-
tion that CNB tends to classify very sparse (and empty) vectors into the positive class.
However, the fact that recall with all features is ranked very high signifies that sparsity is
not the primary cause for CNB’s good recall scores, because if it were the performance
with all features would not have been among the best.

In summary, considering its good all-round performance, dominance at recall and
F2, the lack of need for feature selection, and blazing speed (see Section 4.2.6), we can
safely conclude that the CNB classifier, out of those considered, is best suited for the
task of classifying search results. SMO can be regarded a close second, because of its
inferior performance at F2, and longer training times.

5.2.2 Interaction Between the idf Transform and Feature Selection

This section will present a study investigating how does adding the idf transform to the
term frequency representation effect classification performance, concentrating on two
best-performing classifiers determined in the previous section: CNB and SMO.

Experiments in Chapter 4 showed that m-norm-tf was the best document repre-
sentation for CNB, but m-norm-logtf was the winner for SMO. Despite that fact, this
study uses m-norm-tf as the baseline representation for both classifiers, in order to ac-
curately capture the relationships between feature selection and the idf transform, and
enable a more exact comparison of the behavior of the two classifiers. In the remainder
of this section we will omit the common m-norm- prefix when designating document
representations.

For the sake of brevity only F1 will be reported, since, on one hand, it is the most
widely used evaluation measure in TC literature and, on the other, it is sufficient to
illustrate all main points of the study.

Figure 5.2 depicts the performance of CNB measured by F1 for all considered fea-
ture selection algorithms and reduction rates, averaged over the six datasets, with the tf
representation (a) and tfidf (b). It can be seen, more clearly than in the previous section,
that CHI, IG and SU feature selection methods behave practically the same, which is
somewhat surprising since CHI is based on rather different theoretical grounds. GR
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Figure 5.2: Performance of CNB measured by F1, with tf (a) and tfidf
representation (b)
Slika 5.2: Performanse CNB-a izmerene F1 merom, sa tf (a) i tfidf repre-
zentacijom (b)

closely follows the three down to more radical reduction rates of 500 and 100, where
its performance drops.

The described trends in the performance of FS methods were consistent over all
evaluation measures with both classifiers (except for GR exhibiting a boost in recall for
CNB at low number of features), so the following comments will generally refer to the
CHI–IG–SU trio.

Noticeable differences in the behavior of CNB in the two charts of Fig. 5.2 are the
more obvious dent between 3000 and 10000 features for tfidf, and the fact that CNB
performance with tfidf is scaled down several percent from tf. But, when instead look-
ing at the summed-up statistically significant wins–losses values, shown in Fig. 5.3, the
differences between reduction rates become more obvious1. What these charts depict is
independent of absolute classifier performance at given reduction rates, but rather ex-
press how FS methods and reduction rates fare against one another within the realms of
a particular classifier and document representation. Peaks at 1000 selected features and
no feature selection are more clearly pronounced than in Fig. 5.2, as well as the dents
between 3000 and 10000.

In order to express how the idf transform effects the behavior of the CNB classifier
in conjunction with feature selection, the chart in Fig. 5.4a shows the wins–losses for
tf (Fig. 5.3a) subtracted from the wins-losses for the tfidf representation (Fig. 5.3b).
It can be seen that idf degrades the performance of CNB at higher numbers of fea-
tures, while improving it in the 100–3000 range. Note that this is relative improve-
ment/degradation – the performance of a FS method at a particular reduction rate is

1The wins–losses axes ranges from −210 to 210: this is six datasets times 35 – the maximum num-
ber of wins (and losses) for a FS method at a particular number of features, out of a total of 5 methods ·
7 reduction rates + 1 = 36.
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Figure 5.3: Summed up wins–losses for F1 and CNB, with tf (a) and tfidf repre-
sentation (b)
Slika 5.3: Sabrani wins–losses za F1 i CNB, sa tf (a) i tfidf reprezentacijom (b)

expressed only through comparison with its peers within the same document represen-
tation and classifier. Therefore, the 100–3000 range can only be viewed as the place to
expect improvement when introducing the idf transform to the document representation.
Whether improvement will actually take place is up to the datasets and classifiers – in
our studies the tfidf representation proved inferior almost as a rule, but that may not al-
ways be the case [45, 53]. Using wins–losses instead of values of performance measures
effectively avoided the issue of scale when comparing feature selection methods on dif-
ferent document representations, sacrificing information about absolute performance to
express the relationships between document representations and feature selection.

Figure 5.4b shows the corresponding graph of wins–losses differences introduced
by idf for the SMO classifier. Contrary to the chart for CNB, this chart points to two
possible areas of idf performance improvement: one at higher numbers of features,
approximately above the 8000 mark, and one in the lower feature counts below 800.
This shows that the idf transform affects the two classifiers differently regarding FS
reduction rates, and explains the discrepancy noticed at the beginning of the chapter.
With no feature selection idf degrades CNB and improves SMO, while at 2000–3000
selected features2 the effect is opposite. What makes the correspondence with our pre-
vious study from Chapter 4 even more remarkable is the fact that different datasets, and
even feature selection methods were used, thus supporting the validity of the approach.

However, the general shape of the curves for CNB and SMO in Fig. 5.4 (regarding
the CHI–IG–SU trio) is quite similar, except for the drop of the CNB curve below the
500 feature mark. This may as well be followed by a corresponding drop for SMO at
a lower number of features which was not measured. These observations indicate that
the CNB and SMO classifiers may not behave in such opposing fashion with regards

2This roughly corresponds to 1000 features from the previous batch of experiments since those datasets
had a considerably lower number of features.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of idf on F1 wins–losses for CNB (a) and SMO (b)
Slika 5.4: Efekat idf-a na F1 wins–losses za CNB (a) i SMO (b)
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Figure 5.5: Effect of idf on accuracy wins–losses for CNB (a) and SMO (b)
Slika 5.5: Efekat idf-a na accuracy wins–losses za CNB (a) i SMO (b)

to the idf transform as was suggested, since the curves are not exactly contrary to one
another.

A Note on the F1 Measure

As a side observation, we were struck by the fact that the wins–losses differences charts
for the F1 measure (Fig. 5.4) and accuracy (Fig. 5.5) are practically identical. Accuracy
is an old measure for evaluating Machine Learning techniques which is considered to
be very sound, but is seldom used in textual domains since it does not behave well in
situations with highly imbalanced class distributions. On the other hand, F1 is known
to handle imbalanced class distributions well, and it has shown behavior practically
identical to that of accuracy on our datasets which do not exhibit class imbalance. To
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Figure 5.6: Effect of idf on precision (a) and recall wins–losses (b) for CNB
Slika 5.6: Efekat idf-a na precision (a) i recall wins–losses (b) za CNB

appreciate the correlation between accuracy and F1 better, consider the wins–losses
differences charts for precision and recall (the two measures which comprise F1) on
CNB in Fig. 5.6, and the CNB chart for F1, in Fig. 5.4a.

5.3 Conclusion

The round of experiments described in this chapter concentrated its first part on deter-
mining the best combinations of feature selection methods, reduction rates, and clas-
sifiers on the chosen datasets. Results from Section 5.2.1 made it clear that CNB and
SMO are the best performing classifiers, with CNB getting the thumbs up for the task of
classifying search results because of its speed, good performance with the F2 measure,
and no need for feature selection.

The intuition introduced at the beginning of the chapter, that there may be signifi-
cant interactions between the idf transform in the bag-of-words document representa-
tion, and feature selection, has been verified by the subsequent study presented in Sec-
tion 5.2.2. The experiments concentrated on describing the interaction in the context
of two best performing classifiers from Section 5.2.1 – CNB and SMO. By examining
wins–losses and their differences, instead of absolute values given by the F1 evaluation
measure, the experiments were able to quantify this interaction, making comparisons
between the behaviors of classifiers with regard to the interaction possible. Thus the
study concluded that the two examined classifiers behaved in different, but not entirely
opposing ways.

Another possibility opened by the quantification of interaction between document
representation and feature selection is the comparison of the behavior of datasets. One
interesting direction of future work would certainly be to extend the experiments to
corpora more commonly used in TC research, like Reuters, OHSUMED, WebKB,
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20Newsgroups and the like, which would enable drawing some additional parallels
with existing experimental and theoretical results.

Other basic bag-of-words transforms beside idf, like stemming, normalization and
logtf, could also benefit from such experimental treatment, although they appear not to
be so strongly correlated with feature selection as idf (according to the evidence from
Chapter 4). But, it would be interesting to examine the behavior of supervised feature
weighing schemes introduced by Debole and Sebastiani [21], which, unlike idf, do at-
tempt to weigh text features in correspondence to the class feature. Intuitively, such
transforms should generate wins–losses difference charts that are much more placid
and closer to 0 than the ones in Fig. 5.4. Finally, the proposed method can be used
in the context of more advanced document representation schemes, which may include
n-grams [62], information derived from hyperlinks, and elements of document struc-
ture [14].

With the rapid expanse of research and applications of classification algorithms in
the 1990s, the field of document representations was left somewhat under-studied. Re-
cent papers focusing on issues of document representation [53, 91, 99, 45, 21] showed
that some of the “old truths” (like, “tfidf is the best variant of the bag-of-words represen-
tation”) may not always hold for new and improved algorithms. Further understanding
of the relationships between document representation, feature selection methods and
classification algorithms can provide useful insights to both researchers and practition-
ers, assisting them in choosing the right tools and methods for their classification-related
tasks.





Chapter 6

CatS: A Classification-Powered
Meta-Search Engine

Section 3.1 gave a comprehensive discussion of possible ways of employing Machine
Learning techniques to enhance Web search. This chapter will describe CatS – a meta-
search engine that focuses on enhancing the presentation of search results by automat-
ically sorting them into a hierarchy of topics employing Text Categorization. CatS is
currently available at http://stribog.im.ns.ac.yu/cats/.

Practically all meta-search engines that provide an alternative presentation of search
results rely on clustering techniques, which may generate excellent topic hierarchies
for some queries, but prove not so satisfactory for others (see Section 6.3 for a more
comprehensive discussion). Although classification was often mentioned as a possible
method for enhancing the presentation of search results [62, 87], it has seldom been
attempted in practice. Some general-purpose search engines do indicate topics of their
Web search results, but only for pages which are actually included in the employed
Web-page directories – no automatic classification is performed. To our knowledge,
CatS is the first freely available meta-search engine to rely solely on classification in
the result sorting task.

Previous chapters of the thesis, which overview Machine Learning techniques and
applications, and describe experimental results in Text Categorization, were initially
envisioned as a simple buildup to the presentation of our own meta-search system in
this chapter. However, the experimental conclusions which are pertinent to the im-
plementation of CatS turned out to be simple, in comparison with the general results
relating document representations and feature selection from Chapters 4 and 5. There-
fore, the two strands of research, i.e. TC experiments and CatS, may continue their own
separate ways.

Following is a brief outline of the rest of the chapter. The next section describes the
CatS meta-search system from the user’s point of view, while Section 6.2 concentrates
on implementation details, including the class structure, HTML parsing, classification,

http://stribog.im.ns.ac.yu/cats/
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Figure 6.1: All results displayed by CatS for query ‘animals england’
Slika 6.1: Svi rezultati CatS-a za upit ,animals england‘

and presentation of results. The final section concludes with an analysis of the pros and
cons of the chosen approach, and points out relevant directions for future work.

6.1 CatS Usage

CatS operates by forwarding the user query to a major Web search engine, and display-
ing the returned results together with a tree of topics which can be browsed to sort and
refine the results. Figure 6.1 shows the top 100 results for query ‘animals england,’
returned from Yahoo, displayed according to their original order of relevance in root
category All. If the user does not find any relevant information by glancing at the full
result list, he may refine the displayed results by clicking on a desired topic in the topic
tree menu. Besides showing results belonging only to the selected topic, the topic is
“expanded” to show its subtopics in the tree menu, if appropriate. The subtopics may
be selected to further refine the results. Therefore, this model of presentation, from a
user interface point of view, can be considered an extension of the standard relevance
list. Figure 6.2 depicts the portion of the results classified into category Arts → Music,
separating Animals – the band, from the little furry things.
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Figure 6.2: Results for query ‘animals england’ classified into Arts → Music
Slika 6.2: Rezultati za upit ,animals england‘ klasifikovani u Arts → Music

The numbers within the tree menu, beside topic names, indicate the number of
documents belonging to each topic. Thus, by glancing at the topic tree, the user can get
a general idea about the type of content that was returned for the issued query.

6.2 CatS Structure

The system is implemented as a Java servlet running on an Apache Tomcat server.
The basic structure and flow of information is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. The user posts
a query (1) and chooses the search engine to be used via a simple HTML form. The
CatS servlet reads the query, forwards it verbatim to the search engine, and retrieves the
results in HTML format (2). It then parses the HTML, extracting the title, hyperlink and
excerpt of each result. The results are then classified based on their titles and excerpts,
and the category tree (3), together with the results, is sent to the user for viewing.

After providing a short overview of the classes used to implement the system in
the next section, the subsequent sections discuss the key points of the implementation,
not in a by-class fashion, but rather by following the information flow presented above.
Thus, Section 6.2.2 will focus on how search results retrieved from the supported major
search engines in HTML format are parsed and extracted, Section 6.2.3 will explain the
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Figure 6.3: CatS structure and information flow
Slika 6.3: Struktura i tok informacija u CatS-u

workings behind classification of search results, and Section 6.2.4 will concentrate on
the user interface, how it is generated and how it employs JavaScript for displaying the
results to the user.

6.2.1 Class Overview
CatS is the main class, implementing the servlet and bringing together all parts of the

system. It is responsible for generating the HTML to be presented to the user.

SearchResult, SearchResultList and UnsignedIntSet represent simple data struc-
tures, with SearchResult containing three Strings for the title, link and excerpt
of a search result, and SearchResultList and UnsignedIntSet being simple wrap-
pers for Java’s standard LinkedList and BitSet structures, adding a toJavaScript()
method for use by the user interface.

SearchResultsExtractor is the class providing the general functionality for parsing
HTML and extracting SearchResults into a SearchResultList, by means of its
extractSearchResults() method. Currently, the system provides three classes
which inherit SearchResultsExtractor and implement the functionality for three
major search engines: YahooSearchResultsExtractor, AltaVistaSearchRe-
sultsExtractor, and AllTheWebSearchResultsExtractor.

ClassificationTree and ClassificationNode constitute a tree structure closely fol-
lowing the hierarchy of topics used for classification of search results. They are
responsible for loading and using the serialized classifiers trained beforehand us-
ing WEKA. Classification is performed upon invocation of ClassificationTree’s
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toJavaScript() method. The method outputs a String representing JavaScript tree
structure containing classified search results, which is later used by the generated
user interface.

Third party classes include WEKA’s ComplementNaiveBayes, StringToWordVector-
Filter and other necessary classes, many classes from the htmlparser library pack-
age, and the Porter’s Stemmer class.

6.2.2 HTML Parsing
An open-source HTML parsing library called HTMLParser (http://htmlparser.
sourceforge.net/) was used to extract the titles, links and excerpts of search results.

For a given HTML file, the library’s Parser.parse() method produces a data struc-
ture implemented by class NodeList, which represents the abstract syntax tree1 cor-
responding to the contents of the file. Every node of the tree is specified by a class
identifying a concrete HTML tag. Therefore, HTMLParser provides classes such as
LinkTag, ImageTag, AppletTag, Div and Span, which map to appropriate HTML tags,
provide methods for handling attributes and contained text, and ways to be combined
as nodes in a tree.

Great power of the HTMLParser library lies in its filter mechanism. A filter, de-
fined by the programmer, is applied to the abstract tree structure representing the parsed
HTML file (by passing the filter as a parameter to Parser.parse()), leaving only those
nodes of the tree which match the criteria specified by the filter. Table 6.1 shows the
more important HTMLParser classes used to specify filters. All these classes imple-
ment the NodeFilter interface, and filter specification may be achieved by combining
these classes at object initialization with the new operator, using appropriate construc-
tors. Such initialization expressions can be intuitively “read” like logical expressions
composed of AND, OR and NOT operators, and define a filter’s criteria.

CatS classes YahooSearchResultsExtractor, AltaVistaSearchResultsExtractor and
AllTheWebSearchResultsExtractor contain filters for results returned by Yahoo, Al-
taVista and AllTheWeb search engines for an arbitrary query. The filters are summa-
rized in Table 6.2.

All filters build a NodeList structure of LinkTags containing titles and links, and Div
(or Span) tags with the excerpts of search results. Considering, for instance, Yahoo, the
filter in Table 6.2a builds the NodeList from HTML by isolating the A tags which have
the attribute ‘class’ set to the value ‘yschttl,’ and any tags (in this case DIVs) with ‘class’
set to ‘yschabstr.’

Method extractSearchResults(String urlString) of a class inheriting SearchResult-
sExtractor applies the appropriate filter to the search results page specified by the url-
String parameter, and the concrete text of results’ titles, links and excerpts is then triv-
ially extracted from the formed NodeList of alternating LinkTags and Divs (Spans).
True links are derived from redirections offered by most search engines by the private

1actually, a forest

http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net/
http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net/
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AndFilter Accepts nodes matching all of it’s predicate filters (AND operation)
HasAttributeFilter Accepts all tags that have a certain attribute,

and optionally, with a certain value
HasChildFilter Accepts all tags that have a child acceptable to the filter
HasParentFilter Accepts all tags that have a parent acceptable to another filter
HasSiblingFilter Accepts all tags that have a sibling acceptable to another filter
IsEqualFilter Accepts only one specific node
NotFilter Accepts all nodes not acceptable to it’s predicate filter
OrFilter Accepts nodes matching any of it’s predicates filters (OR operation)
StringFilter Accepts all string nodes containing the given string
TagNameFilter Accepts all tags matching the tag name

Table 6.1: Some filters from the HTMLParser library
Tabela 6.1: Neki of filtera HTMLParser biblioteke

new OrFilter(
new AndFilter(

(a) new TagNameFilter("A"),
new HasAttributeFilter("class", "yschttl")),

new HasAttributeFilter("class", "yschabstr"));

new AndFilter(
new HasParentFilter(new HasAttributeFilter("id", "results")),

(b) new OrFilter(
new HasAttributeFilter("class", "res"),
new HasAttributeFilter("class", "s")));

new OrFilter(
(c) new HasAttributeFilter("class", "res"),

new HasAttributeFilter("class", "resTeaser"));

Table 6.2: HTML filters for Yahoo (a), AltaVista (b) and AllTheWeb (c)
search results
Tabela 6.2: HTML filteri za Yahoo (a), AltaVista (b) i AllTheWeb (c)
rezultate pretraživanja
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method extractLinkFromRedirect(String r), custom tailored for each search engine
within its corresponding SearchResultsExtractor subclass. From all this information
extractSearchResults constructs and returns an instance of our own SearchResultList
structure.

The filter approach is robust to changes in HTML content of search results pages
that are unrelated to the properties described by a filter. Even if a change breaks the
parser, the administrator is notified of the error, and the filter can quickly be adjusted
using the visual tool for filter construction provided with HTMLParser.

6.2.3 Classification
The categories for sorting search results are based on topics from the dmoz Open Di-
rectory (as of July 2, 2005), and are organized in a two level hierarchy. Eleven top-level
categories were chosen: Arts, Business, Computers, Games, Health, Home, Recreation,
Science, Shopping, Society and Sports; and an additional category Other was added for
unclassified documents. The second level of dmoz contains simply too many categories
to be employed in unmodified form, therefore many categories needed to be merged or
discarded. The criteria that were followed when performing these operations were the
apparent relatedness of certain topics (like Artificial Intelligence and Robotics), their
specificity (Volleyball, Handball etc. were all merged into Ball Sports), and small num-
ber of examples (such categories were either discarded or merged with a related topic).
Since English is a highly predominant language on the Web, at this time the system
focuses on English language documents only. Table 6.3 summarizes all topics currently
employed by CatS – the 11 top-level, and 146 second-level ones.

For each category, a binary classifier was trained using Web-page titles and de-
scriptions from dmoz data. The document representation, feature selection method and
classification algorithm were not chosen ad hoc, but were based on the controlled set
of experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5. The experience with the experiments
led to the conclusion that the normalized term frequency representation with stemming
(m-norm-tf), no feature selection, and the ComplementNaiveBayes classifier were best
suited for the task (see Section 5.2.1).

Classes ClassificationTree and ClassificationNode constitute an n-ary tree struc-
ture which follows the hierarchy of topics from Table 6.3. Upon servlet initialization,
within the main CatS class, an instance of the tree is constructed and populated with
category names and loaded classifiers, which were trained and serialized beforehand
using WEKA. Every ClassificationNode contains a String with the name of the cate-
gory the ClassificationNode corresponds to, an instance of WEKA’s FilteredClassifier
class that is the binary classifier trained for the corresponding category2, and an array
of ClassificationNodes representing the subnodes of the current node. Classification
itself is performed upon invocation of ClassificationTree’s toJavaScript() method. The

2The FilteredClassifier consists of a StringToWordVectorFilter configured to produce the normalized
term frequency word vector representation of a given textual String, coupled with the ComplementNaive-
Bayes classifier.
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Arts Computers
Animation Artificial Intelligence and Robotics
Architecture CAD and CAM
Art History Computer Science
Bodyart Data Formats
Comics Education and E-Books
Crafts Graphics
Education Hardware
Literature and Writing Internet
Movies Multimedia
Music Open Source
Performing Arts Programming
Radio Security and Hacking
Television Software
Visual Arts Systems

Business Games
Accounting and Financial Services Board Games
Agriculture and Environment Card Games
Arts and Entertainment Gambling
Automotive Miniatures
Chemicals Online
Construction and Real Estate Puzzles
Consumer Goods and Services Roleplaying
E-Commerce Video Games
Education and Training
Electronics and Electrical Health
Employment and Opportunities Adult Health
Food and Related Products Alternative
Healthcare Animal
Hospitality Child and Teen Health
Human Resources Conditions and Diseases
IT and Telecommunications Fitness
Industrial Goods and Services Medicine
Management Mental Health
Marketing and Advertising Nursing
Mining and Drilling Pharmacy
Publishing and Printing Professional
Small Business Public Health and Safety
Textiles and Nonwovens Reproductive Health
Trade Senior Health and Aging
Transportation and Defence

Table 6.3: All topics used by CatS
Tabela 6.3: Sve kategorije koje koristi CatS
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Home Gifts
Consumer Information Health
Cooking Home and Garden
Family Jewelry
Gardening Music
Homemaking Pets
Personal Finance Publications

Sports and Recreation
Recreation Toys and Games

Animals Vehicles
Collecting Visual Arts
Food
Humor Society
Models Activism
Outdoors Crime
Radio Death
Travel Disabled
Vehicles Ethnicity

Folklore
Science History

Agriculture Holidays
Astronomy Law
Biology Paranormal
Chemistry Philanthropy
Earth and Environment Sciences Politics and Government
Educational Resources Relationships
Instruments and Supplies Religion and Spirituality
Math Sexuality
Philosophy Subcultures
Physics
Social Sciences Sports
Technology Ball Sports

Equestrian
Shopping Fighting Sports

Antiques and Collectibles Gymnastics
Children Racing Sports
Clothing Strength Sports
Consumer Electronics Track and Field
Entertainment Water Sports
Food Winter Sports
General Merchandise

Table 6.3: All topics used by CatS (continued)
Tabela 6.3: Sve kategorije koje koristi CatS (nastavak)
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function Cat(name, docs, subcats) {
this.name = name;
this.docs = docs;
this.subcats = subcats;

}

tree = new Cat("All",[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9],
[ new Cat("Arts",[1,2],[]),

new Cat("Computers",[2],[]),
new Cat("Health",[0,1,3,4,7,9],[]),
new Cat("Recreation",[1,3,5,9],[]),
new Cat("Science",[0,5,7],[]),
new Cat("Shopping",[2,9],[]),
new Cat("Other",[6,8],[])

]);
. . .

title [0] = "New England Physical Therapy for Animals > About NEPTA";
link [0] = "http://www.pt4animals.com/";
excerpt [0] = "New England Physical Therapy for Animals provides...";

title [1] = "Animals in England";
link [1] = "http://www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/customs/...";
excerpt [1] = "... Animals of England and the rest of Britain. ...";

title [2] = "Animals CD’s and Videos";
link [2] = "http://www.chordsandtab.com/animals_cd’s_and_videos.htm";
excerpt [2] = "Animals CD’s and Videos brought to you by Chords And...";

Figure 6.4: JavaScript data structures generated for classified search results
Slika 6.4: JavaScript strukture podataka generisane za klasifikovane rezultate
pretraživanja

method outputs a String representing the JavaScript tree structure containing classified
search results, which is later used by the generated user interface.

Figure 6.4 shows the generated JavaScript tree of 10 results returned by Yahoo for
query ‘animals england.’ It also shows a sample entry for JavaScript arrays of tiles,
links and excerpts, created by the toJavaScript() method of the SearchResultList class.
The nodes of the JavaScript tree, in their docs field, actually contain arrays of indices
into these three arrays. The arrays of indices are produced by the UnsignedIntSet class,
i.e. its toJavaScript() method.

Search results are classified based on joined strings of their titles and excerpts. Prior
to classification of each search result, ClassificationTree’s private method cleanup-
String(String s) “cleans” the string by eliminating digits and punctuation, and applies
the Porter’s stemming algorithm to every word. The stemming algorithm is imple-
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mented in class Stemmer, freely available at http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/
PorterStemmer/.

During classification of all available search results into the topic taxonomy, the first
step is to decide which results belong in each top-level category. Then, if a category is
populated by more than n results (currently, n is fixed at 10), classification is done at the
second level; otherwise the subcats field of the generated JavaScript tree is left empty.
Since the classifiers are binary, each search result may belong to multiple categories, or
none, in which case it is sorted into the Other category.

6.2.4 The User Interface
Upon classification, an HTML page with the results is generated and presented back
to the user by the standard servlet goGet method of the main CatS class. The page
consists of several frames, most important of which are the treeframe on the left, used
to display the category tree, and basefrm, containing the search results belonging to the
currently selected topic (see Figures 6.1 and 6.2).

The generated JavaScript category tree, together with the arrays of page titles, links
and excerpts, is embedded into the header of the HTML page. Based on this tree
data structure, a tree menu is displayed in the treeframe with the help of Treeview
(http://www.treeview.net/) – a JavaScript tree menu library. The JavaScript code
that generates the tree menu resides in the static HTML page of the treeframe, and is
shown in Fig. 6.5. The details may be tedious, but the algorithm is straightforward:
after generating the root “folder” of the menu with the call to Treeview’s gFld function,
two nested for loops iterate through two levels of the category tree (which resides in
the main HTML frame, hence the name parent.tree), inserting “subfolders” by call-
ing insFld. The last parameter of both gFld and insFld specifies the call to function
parent.showResults, which is to be executed when the user clicks on the appropriate
folder/topic. showResults expects two parameters: the topic name, and a simple array
of indices into title, link and excerpt arrays, from which it generates the HTML page in
the basefrm frame, containing the appropriate list of search results.

As a clarification of the code in Fig. 6.5, Fig. 6.6 shows what JavaScript code for
displaying the categories corresponding to the JavaScript tree from Fig. 6.4 would have
looked like if it were “hardcoded,” i.e. written directly without referencing the tree
data structure3. The functionality of the code from Figures 6.5 and 6.6 is identical
with regards to the tree data from Fig. 6.4. The former is written at a higher level of
abstraction, accepting any (two-level) tree data structure, while the latter would need to
be generated anew for every topic tree by the Web server. The former technique was
chosen to make a cleaner separation of the topic structure and the user interface with
which to present it, transferring all interface code to the client computer without loss of
performance. Finally, Fig. 6.7 shows how the corresponding tree menu is rendered on
the screen, regardless of technique.

3Note that this particular example consists only of first-level topics, hence there was no need for auxiliary
variables in the hardcoded version.

http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/
http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/
http://www.treeview.net/
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// Initialize the foldersTree structure by generating the folder for the root "All" category
foldersTree = gFld(parent.tree.name + " (" + parent.tree.docs.length + ")",

"javascript:parent.showResults(\"All\", parent.tree.docs)");

// Iterate through the first-level categories
for (i = 0; i < parent.tree.subcats.length; i++) {

// Generate the folder for the ith first-level category,
// and insert it into the foldersTree structure
aux1 = insFld(foldersTree, gFld(parent.tree.subcats[i].name + " (" +

parent.tree.subcats[i].docs.length + ")",
"javascript:parent.showResults(parent.tree.subcats[" + i +
"].name, parent.tree.subcats[" + i + "].docs)"));

// Iterate through the second-level categories
for (j = 0; j < parent.tree.subcats[i].subcats.length; j++) {

// Generate the folder for the jth second-level category,
// and insert it into the foldersTree (aux1) structure
aux2 = insFld(aux1, gFld(parent.tree.subcats[i].subcats[j].name + " (" +

parent.tree.subcats[i].subcats[j].docs.length + ")",
"javascript:parent.showResults(parent.tree.subcats[" + i +
"].name + \" > \" + parent.tree.subcats[" + i + "].subcats[" + j +
"].name, parent.tree.subcats[" + i + "].subcats[" + j + "].docs)"));

}
}

Figure 6.5: JavaScript code for displaying the category tree
Slika 6.5: JavaScript kod za prikazivanje stabla kategorija

Using the JavaScript approach to implementing the user interface, all browsing is
done “offline” on the client computer, maximizing the responsiveness of the meta-
search engine, and freeing the Web server from session management and additional
query processing. The user’s computer downloads all search results for a particular
query once, which is not prohibitive even on slower Internet connections, considering
that the system returns only several hundred top-ranked results, as do other meta-search
engines. From a user’s point of view, this small initial pause is much more desirable
than waiting for the browser to contact the Web server with every click on a topic, or
expansion of the topic menu, since the interaction with the topic tree is the focal point
of the system.

The presented separation of user interface code from the category tree generation
code means that the same user interface can be used in case the topic hierarchy is com-
pletely overhauled, and even when the algorithms for populating the topic hierarchy are
changed – to the extent that, for example, clustering may be employed instead of clas-
sification. However, the use of toJavaScript() methods in Java code effectively limits
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foldersTree =
gFld("All (10)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"All\", [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9])");

insFld(foldersTree,
gFld("Arts (2)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"Arts\", [1,2])"));

insFld(foldersTree,
gFld("Computers (1)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"Computers\", [2])"));

insFld(foldersTree,
gFld("Health (6)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"Health\", [0,1,3,4,7,9])"));

insFld(foldersTree,
gFld("Recreation (4)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"Recreation\", [1,3,5,9])"));

insFld(foldersTree,
gFld("Science (3)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"Science\", [0,5,7])"));

insFld(foldersTree,
gFld("Shopping (2)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"Shopping\", [2,9])"));

insFld(foldersTree,
gFld("Other (2)", "javascript:parent.showResults(\"Other\", [6,8])"));

Figure 6.6: JavaScript code for displaying the category tree from Fig. 6.4
in a hardcoded fashion
Slika 6.6: JavaScript kod za prikazivanje stabla kategorija sa Slike 6.4 na
direktan način

Figure 6.7: Screenshot of the tree menu generated by code
from Figures 6.5 and 6.6
Slika 6.7: Izgled menija generisanog kodom sa Slika 6.5 i 6.6
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the system to JavaScript-based user interfaces. But if the need arises, this limitation
can be easily overcome by adding appropriate toXXX() methods for any other desired
scripting language, either to generate data structures for later use by the user interface
subsystem (as in the current implementation), or to construct parts of the user interface
directly (analogous to the shown hardcoded alternative).

6.3 Conclusion

Using classification for sorting search results has both its advantages and disadvan-
tages. Categories are chosen by humans, rather than constructed by some clustering
algorithm, so it is clear what their meanings are, and the user will most probably find
browsing comfortable and intuitive. But, this clarity makes classification errors obvi-
ous, possibly reducing the user’s faith in the system. This effect was emphasized for
CatS by our choice to prefer overpopulating categories over leaving results unclassi-
fied. Furthermore, a fixed set of topics may not suit every query: for example, CatS
sorts almost all results for ‘java servlets’ under Computers → Programming, which is
unlikely to be particularly useful if computer programming is precisely what the user is
interested in. Clustering approaches to sorting search results tackle this issue by dynam-
ically generating topics from the list of results for every individual query. But, while for
some queries the identified topics look natural and helpful, for others they may seem
rather ambiguous – unclear as to what makes them “topics.”

The categories currently used by the presented meta-search system were chosen and
engineered by the authors in a rather ad hoc fashion. Further work on the system may
include a more systematic evaluation of the practical utility of every individual cate-
gory, based on user feedback and usage statistics. Fine-tuning of classifiers and adding
some simple heuristics to improve classification performance is also on the agenda.
Aggregating results from several search engines, instead of (or in addition to the option
of) using only one, presents another possible path for development. Introducing addi-
tional levels of categories could improve their suitability to queries, with the danger of
compromising classification accuracy at deeper levels of the hierarchy.

Another potential line of development would be to try out different approaches to
presenting the category tree, most notably by using the Treemap library mentioned in
Section 3.2.3. The possibility of changing the user interface of CatS was already hinted
at in Section 6.2.4.

Perhaps the most interesting and novel direction of research would be to investigate
a mixture of classification and clustering techniques for sorting results, presenting a
marriage of the clarity and familiarity of human-engineered topics, with the dynamic
nature and adaptability of automatically generated clusters. To our knowledge, in the
research community this has only been attempted with Highlight, but its choice to use
classification only at the first category level seems to be a rigid way to accomplish
this. Delving into the Semantic Web arena, the marriage might be achieved by utiliz-
ing ontologies both for Web pages (like dmoz) and human users (with well-identified
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simple, but universal needs, intentions, profiles etc.). The ontologies could then im-
pose constraints on the execution of a clustering algorithm, or subsequent mapping of
independently generated clusters to ontologies could be performed using classification.

In the long run, on the scale from a feasibility demonstration to a full-fledged search
engine, CatS leans more to the former. The ideal scenario would be the integration
of classification technology into existing, or newly crawled Web-page collections like
the ones maintained by dominant general-purpose search engines. Then, classification
performance would be enhanced not only by the availability of full Web-page texts,
but also by consulting the link data used to calculate page rankings. Furthermore, in
the spirit of vertical search, results could be re-ranked depending on the category being
viewed, but without requiring the user to predetermine the topic of the search.

As it is, CatS presents a unification of the style of search result displaying which
is employed by many clustering meta-search engines (like Vivissimo), with Text Cat-
egorization techniques. Using the category tree as an extension of the relevance list
provides a way to refine the search on need, by browsing topics which are clear and
familiar, that way offering the user a non-imposing, but potentially powerful tool for
locating needed information quickly and efficiently.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

The research that was presented in this thesis can be divided into two strands – the
experiments in Text Categorization (Chapters 4 and 5) and the implementation of the
classification-powered meta-search engine CatS (Chapter 6). Herein lay the main re-
sults of the thesis:

Chapter 4 experimentally demonstrated that there may be statistically significant dif-
ferences in classification performance of five major classifiers when using differ-
ent transformations of the bag-of-words document representation. The chapter
also gave a detailed description of the effects of individual transforms on five
commonly used performance evaluation measures (accuracy, precision, recall,
F1 and F2), indicating that the effects on different measures can be quite op-
posite. Also, relationships between different transforms, when used together in
the document representation, were captured, showing some interesting correla-
tions. This was achieved by using wins–losses instead of absolute performance
measure values, permitting manipulation such as addition and subtraction which
would not otherwise have been possible. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that
the simple dimensionality reduction method that was used can alter these effects
and relationships, sometimes beyond recognition. A feature of both datasets and
classifiers, named “robustness,” was observed, meaning that some datasets and
classifiers showed less sensitivity to changes in document representations than
others.

Chapter 5 built on the conclusions of Chapter 4 by considering a wider array of feature
selection methods and reduction rates, but using only the document representa-
tions that were found most suitable for each classifier. Also, the chapter focused
its attention to idf – the transform that exhibited greatest variation of behavior
with regards to feature selection (and not just feature selection) in the previous
chapter – in the context of two best performing classifiers. The intuition that there
may be significant interactions between the idf transform and feature selection
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has been verified, and this interaction was quantified using charts of wins–losses
and their differences.

Together, Chapters 4 and 5 helped determine the best combination of document rep-
resentation, feature selection method and classifier for use in the CatS meta-
search engine, namely the stemmed normalized term frequency representation,
without feature selection, and the ComplementNaiveBayes classifier.

Chapter 6 introduced a meta-search engine which focuses on using classification into
topics derived from the dmoz Open Directory Web-page ontology to enhance the
presentation of search results.

Further work on the issues raised in the thesis can mostly be carried out in com-
pletely independent fashion within the described research paths.

Within the experimental strand, identical experiments can be performed on more
commonly used corpora, in order to draw more accurate parallels with existing research,
and make sure that the conclusions are not relevant only for our datasets. Robustness re-
garding document representations, which applies both to classifiers and datasets, is also
an interesting area for further theoretical investigations. Giving transformations other
than idf the treatment of Chapter 5 may also reveal interesting relationships, especially
for transformations derived with supervised learning which have emerged recently.

From the point of view of CatS, the possibilities of further work are numerous: sys-
tematic engineering of categories, adding more topic levels, aggregating results from
several search engines, trying out different user interfaces, and, most notably, investi-
gating a mixture of classification and clustering techniques for sorting results in order
to achieve a marriage of the clarity and familiarity of human-engineered topics with the
dynamic nature and adaptability of automatically generated clusters.

To summarize, the presented work gave a particular angle on the application of
Machine Learning techniques in Web Mining, initially motivated by the intention of
building the CatS meta-search engine. Experiments were carried out in order to deter-
mine the needed parameters for the implementation of CatS. But, both the experiments
and CatS outgrew their initial rationales, reaching conclusions and raising issues that
were far from anticipated. Thus, a “snapshot” of the work needed to be taken, which
eventually resulted in this thesis.
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Sažetak

Kako Internetu sve više preti problem pretrpavanja informacijama, tako Web Mining
dobija na značaju kao oblast koja se bavi izvod̄enjem znanja iz nestrukturiranog i slabo
strukturiranog (hiper)teksta kakav se uglavnom nalazi na Web-u. Velika količina i svoj-
stvena „nečistoća“ takvih podataka čine ih naročito pogodnim za primenu tehnika Ma-
chine Learning-a. Rad pruža pregled metoda Machine Learning-a pogodnih za ko-
rišćenje u Web Mining-u, kao i nekih konkretnih primena, prikazuje eksperimentalne
rezultate u vezi sa reprezentacijama dokumenata i odabirom atributa u kontekstu kate-
gorizacije teksta, i predstavlja CatS – meta-pretraživač koji koristi klasifikaciju teksta
da bi poboljšao prikaz rezultata pretrage vodećih Web pretraživača.

Rad je organizovan u sledećih sedam poglavlja.

Poglavlje 1, Uvod opisuje probleme sa kojima je suočen Internet danas, značaj oblasti
Web Mining-a, kao i potrebu za primenom tehnika Machine Learning-a. Dat je
kratak pregled strukture rada, i njegovih doprinosa.

Poglavlje 2, Machine Learning na (hiper)tekstu daje pregled principa primene Ma-
chine Learning-a na tekstu, stavljajući akcenat na same tehnike – od različitih
načina reprezentovanja dokumenata i odabira atributa do konkretnih algoritama
za klasifikaciju i klastering. Empirijska evaluacija algoritama je takod̄e detaljno
obrad̄ena, uključujući opis standardnih mera i korpusa dokumenata.

Poglavlje 3, Primene Machine Learning-a u Web Mining-u ilustruje veliki broj mo-
gućnosti za primenu tehnika Machine Learning-a u oblasti Web Mining-a. Pri-
kazani su načini da se poboljša pretraživanje Web-a pomoću meta i vertikalnih
pretraživača, nekoliko metoda za vizuelizaciju dokumenata, pomoć pri „surfo-
vanju“ Web-om putem predlaganja linkova i organizacije bookmark-a, i filtriranje
e-mail poruka. Akcenat je stavljen na primene koje dolaze u direktniji dodir sa
svakodnevnim korisnicima Web-a.

Poglavlje 4, Eksperimenti sa klasifikacijom: prva runda predstavlja eksperimental-
nu studiju uticaja bag-of-words reprezentacija dokumenata na performanse pet
vodećih klasifikatora – Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines, Voted-Perceptron,
k-Nearest Neighbor-a i C4.5 – na tekstovima koji predstavljaju kratke opise Web
strana iz dmoz Open Directory-ja. Utvrd̄eno je da različite transformacije ulaznih
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podataka: korenovanje reči, normalizacija, logtf i idf, zajedno sa redukcijom
broja dimenzija, imaju statistički značajan uticaj (bilo nabolje ili nagore) na per-
formanse klasifikatora izražene klasičnim merama – accuracy, precision, recall,
F1 i F2. Pored odred̄ivanja najbolje reprezentacije dokumenata za svaki klasifika-
tor, studija opisuje efekte svake pojedinačne transformacije na klasifikaciju, kao
i njihove med̄usobne odnose.

Poglavlje 5, Eksperimenti sa klasifikacijom: druga runda prvo predstavlja top-listu
metoda za odabir artibuta sa stepenima redukcije, za pet klasifikatora korišćenih u
prethodnom poglavlju, na većim skupovima podataka takod̄e izvedenih iz dmoz
ontologije Web strana. Nakon toga bivaju opisani odnosi izmed̄u idf transforma-
cije i nekoliko često korišćenih metoda odabira atributa, u kontekstu dva klasi-
fikatora koji su se pokazali najboljim: Naïve Bayes i Support Vector Machines.
Studija pokazuje da idf transformacija značajno utiče na distribuciju performansi
klasifikacije po stepenima redukcije prilikom odabira atributa, i predstavlja eva-
luacioni metod koji dozvoljava otkrivanje odnosa izmed̄u različitih reprezentacija
dokumentata i odabira atributa, a istovremeno ne zavisi od apsolutnih razlika u
performansama klasifikacije.

Poglavlje 6, CatS: klasifikacioni meta-pretraživač opisuje sistem za meta-pretraži-
vanje Web-a koji upošljava tehnike klasifikacije teksta da poboljša prikaz rezul-
tata pretraživanja. Nakon postavljanja upita, korisniku je pružena mogućnost da
filtrira rezultate pomoću prikazanog stabla kategorija koje su izvedene iz dmoz
Open Directory hijerarhije. Poglavlje opisuje ključne aspekte sistema (uključu-
jući parsiranje HTML-a, klasifikaciju i prikaz rezultata) i stavlja sistem u kontekst
srodnih radova iz oblasti (meta-)pretraživača.

Poglavlje 7, Zaključak završava rad diskusijom predstavljenih rezultata, i sumira prav-
ce mogućeg budućeg istraživanja.

Doprinosi rada su dvostruki:

• Eksperimentalni rezultati i metodologije u klasifikaciji teksta koje

– opisuju uticaj i odnose izmed̄u različitih transformacija bag-of-words repre-
zentacije dokumenata u kontekstu pet vodećih klasifikatora (Poglavlje 4), i

– kvantifikuju interakciju izmed̄u transformacija bag-of-words reprezentacije
dokumenata i odabira atributa (Poglavlje 5).

• Implementacija meta-pretraživača koji koristi tehnike klasifikacije teksta da po-
mogne korisniku u pronalaženju informacija na Web-u, i predstavlja platformu
za mnoga moguća poboljšanja (Poglavlje 6).

Dalja istraživanja problema identifikovanih u radu uglavnom se mogu nastaviti na
potpuno nezavisan način u okviru dva opisana pravca.
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Što se tiče eksperimentalnog pravca, identične eksperimente je moguće obaviti na
standardno korišćenim korpusima, što bi dozvolilo povlačenje preciznijih paralela sa
srodnim istraživanjima, i eventualno potvrdilo da prikazani rezultati ne važe samo na
podacima korišćenim za potrebe ovog rada. Ispitivanje drugih transformacija sem idf-a,
kao u Poglavlju 5, takod̄e može otkriti zanimljive odnose, naročito za skoro predstav-
ljene transformacije koje se izvode obučavanjem.

U okviru pravca obuhvaćenog sistemom CatS, mogućnosti daljeg istraživanja su
brojne: sistematičniji odabir i dodavanje dubljih nivoa u hijerarhiji kategorija, spajanje
rezultata sa više pretraživača, isprobavanje različitih korisničkih interfejsa i, naročito,
ispitivanje mešavine klasifikacije i klateringa pri sred̄ivanju rezultata pretraživanja, da
bi se postigao što veći sklad izmed̄u jasnoće kategorija koje sastavljaju ljudi s jedne
strane, i dinamičke prirode i prilagodljivosti automatski generisanih klastera s druge.
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